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Reform or Revoiolution 
by ROSA LUXEMWRO 
T h y  have evtn beea touched up with red and drafted in the 
, d a  of a 'proprdve' mtiond rrevdsftim and a powerful 
Iwrcaddtw Sbtc . . . 
"The m d  of history continua to dinpmvc the new& 
' 
heIping to make the wide socialist understanding we must 
' ,have to achieve our emancipation." 









l NTERN ATIONAL REVIEW 
New York 

FOREWORD TO THE ENGLISH EDITION 
What is now happening to Marx's M e  has, in the coarse of 
history, often bappcntd to the doctrines of other revolqtioqtlry thinlour 
and l a d m  of ogprcsd classes stntgglmg for emancrpatxa. 
the lifetime of great rtvolutionarits. tbe oppreask elassea have 3% 
relentItas persmtion on hem and received thdr teachiis with tb 
most &savage bast%@, the most furious. hattd, the most rub 
c- of liEs and slanders. After thev death, attempts an rmde 
C turn them into harmless kons, c a n d z t  them, and s m m d  thdr 
m m a  with a cerpin halo for the  c con sol at to^" of the oppmed cbwcr 
a d  with tZlc oh& of duping *hem, while fhc same time -
fating md vulgarizing the red essence of their r w o I n t i ~ - ~  
and blunting rheir rtvoluti~ary q t .  At tbe p r u  time, dm 
hrgcoisic and the opportunw w i t h  the labor mwernent arc WP 
operating in this work of adulterating Marxism. .Thy d, ob- 
and distort the rcvolntiomry sidt of its kadsiag, ~ t s  revdntron~tp 
soul. They push to the fore ound and extol what is, or seems, pc- 
ccpt.b~e to tbe b a r g ~ i ~ i e .  % ,acid-chauvinist. are now 
istsw-joking anidel And more and more do German brirgeoia 
fwwa, mtwhilc spacialists in the dmolItion of Marx, speak n m  
of the 4 1 ~ i i o n a l - G c ~ "  M a x ,  do, they aver, has cd- tlw 
spiendidly organized worIdng ckas for the ppredmt predatory war. 
In  mch ckumstnnm. the &stortion of BGar+sm Wng so wl-d, 
it i~ our first task to re~scirate the real teach- of ?darn on tht M 
(Stfzte afld Rmolutiog eagc I.) 
W ITH THESE splendid sentiments, h i n  began h i  study of the question of the relation of a midist rmIution to the Sate 
-"an urgent problem of the day, being conctrned with the elucidation 
for the masscs of what they will have to do for their liberation h i m  
the yoke of capitalism in the very near future." 
After twenty years of the existence of the "dictatomhip of tbe 
proletariat" that was previewed by Lenin in his State end R s ~ ~ l u t h n ,  
it can be said without fear of exaggeration that the fccling~ -d 
by the great Russian statesman in his most important piece of politid 
writing ring as pertinent today as in August 1917, on the m of ths 
Bolshevik seizure of power. 
That docs not mean that lLtnin8s "very near future" of rgr 7 is any 
1- the wish-thinker's "very near future in 1938." The "rna&m" 
for whom Lcnin presumed to "elucidate" the question of the State 
and revo1ution apparently did not do what they supposedIy bad to 
do to liberate themselves from the yoke of capitalism. It is quite 
obvious now that the great numbers of the population of capitalist 
&-the " m s "  to whom, h n i n  preacbed from the teacher's 
htight-will learn to do what they have to do for their liberation 
only after a great dm! of experience and further disillusionment, and 
in spite of the very efforts of some of the shrewdest and most talented 
teachers. After twenty' years of the "dictatorship of the proletariat" 
that is extolled as the real thing by Lenin in hi magnificently written 
Stare and Revo1ufion, the "bourgeoisie and the opportunists" are still 
umpemting in the work of "adulterating Marxism," "Mamist" pro- 
Wrs are stiI1 functioning at the task of preparing a "predatory war." 
All that is n m a r y  to brhg Leain's impassioned arraignment up- 
todatc in the last regard, is to strike out "German" and make reference 
to another national term. 
Tmty years after the publication of Lenin's "elucidation" of tht 
q u d o n  of the relation of s proletarian socialist revoIution to the 
State, the first task is more than ever "to resusdtate the red teachings 
of Marx on the State!' But of h o s t  equal importance today is the 
task of tearing away, the partly unintentional, partly mllful web of 
confusion thrown wtr  the problem by k i n  and his followers, the 
erstwhile m i t a t o m  of the "red teachings" of Mam. 
History, as it transpired after ];enin had finished his masterpiece 
on the State, had taught us in practice a lesson that was stressed again 
and again by Marx in his political writings: 
"No social order ever disappears before all the productive for- 
for which there is mom within it have been developed; and nW 
higher relations of production never appear before the materia1 con- 
ditions of their existence have matured, in the womb of the old sodtty!' 
(Preface to Critqtre of Political Economy.) Neither by "bold leaps" 
nor by "legal enactments" can socialism be instded where its pre- 
requisite economic conditions do not exist. 'Therefore, mankind 
always taka up only such problem as it can solve; since, l d n g  at 
the matter more closely, we will always find that the problem imlf 
arises d y  when the material conditions ne- for its solution 
already exist or are at least in the process of formation!' The will 
md the wide socialist understanding essential for the effective abolition 
of apitalism can only arise under the conditions of developed capital- 
im. As a result, the "socialist" revolution occurring in the backward 
count& is d m y s  a movement in which the great mass is merely 
in rsvoit and only a self-styled " v m ~ a r d "  minority is conscious of 
any socialist aim. This aim, the conscious minority hope to impax on 
the majority by means of a "benevolent" dictatorship. Forced by 
objective fm to abandon the idea of introducing socialism where the 
conditions for it do not exist, and where, therefore, the $reat msss of 
the popdation docs not want it, the new d e n ,  the "vaugud'  mi- 
nority who were put in power as a result of thc rtvo~ution, aewrmmo- 
date thtmselws in time to the job of administering the aodalcconomic 
arrangement permitted by the circumstancm on hand : capitalism. 
"Finding power sweet, they develap the antury-old technique of 
intrigue, deception, bribery, and arbitrary violence in order ta keep 
themselves in power. Unable to give the reality of soddim, thcy 
learn a new propaganda, which consists, crudely put, of calling un- 
regmerate apitalism by a new nam-idism" (8oEiaIist Standard, 
November, 1934) 
Aceording m Marx, the "first step in the revolution by the working 
d a  (the &&st revolution) is to raisc the proletariat to the psition 
of the ruling class, to win the battle of democracy." (Commuaist 
Manifcsio.) That is because to be an act for socidism. this revolution 
can only b; "the self-conscious, independent movrment 'of the immtnsc 
majoriq in the interest of the immense majority." (Commnaist Maai- 
fesro.) "After its victory, the sole organization which the proletariat 
finds already in existence is precisely the State. This State may muire 
very considerable alterations before it can fulfill its new functions." 
(Engcls : Letter to wn Patten, April r 8, I 883.) For "thc working 
dass cannot simply seize the available machinexy of the State and set 
it in motion for its own en&" (Marx: Citiil War in France, Chap= 
111.) "At the best the State is an evil, inhtritcd by the proletariat 
after its victorious struggle for class supremacy and whose worn 
features it will have to lop ofi at once, as the Commune did, until such 
time as a new generation, reared under new, free social conditions, 
will be in a position to rid itself of this State rubbish in its entirety." 
(Engcls : r 891 preface to Cic-il War in France.) The first task of the 
victorious socialist revdutioethe seIfsonscious movement of the im- 
mense majoricy in the interest of the immense majoriw-is not "merely 
to hand over, from one set of hands to another, h e  bureaucratic aud 
military machine, as has occurred hitherto, but to shatter it; and it is 
this that is the preliminary condition of any real people's revolution 
on the Continent!' (Marx: Lttcm t o  Kugelmann, April r q  1871.) 
In order to wield the  power of the State in behalf of a k a l i s t  
transformation of society, the victorious immense m a j o r i ~  must im- 
mediately make certain fitting alterations in the State. 
What alterations ? 
The bureaucratic and military features of the existing State must 
t 
be immediately lopped off, The bureaucratic-miIitary machinery of . the State must be replaced with greater popdar rule, with the a- 
tension of democracy. The State must be immediately democratized 
from top to bottom. As indicated by Man and En*, the d i s t  
revolution begins with this political change: the greattst m i b l c  ex- 
tension of democracy. For no other way can s o c i d i s d e  common 
ownership and democratic social control of the means of production 
and distribution-be made red. 
This is true where a socialist revolution is made possible by existing 
material conditions. But the minority of "vanguard" revolutionizers 
put in power by the 4 a I  eruption that has occurred in r backward 
country, face a different problem, and, objectively, a different ah. 
In view of the backwardnm of the country whose destiny the 
"vanguard" politicians attempt to fashion, the very h o p  and pre- 
tensions of the new rulers call not for the "lopping off' but, in the 
manner of d l  previous, pro-capitalist, revolutions for the strengthen- 
ing, for the perfection, of the bureaucratic-military State machinery. 
The world has never seen the like of the bureaucratic-rnilitarg 
machine that was born of the national Russian revolution. Only now 
are the State machin- fashioned by h e  Italian Fascists and the Ger- 
man Nazis beginning to rival the bureaucratic-militnry "perfection" 
that has been attained in post-revolutionary Russia. 
Is hninb half naive, half cunning "pre-election" promise of 1917 
very unlike the grim Soviet reality of today? It is nevertheless true 
that the "ideologid"' stuE by mans of which the great Swiy hoax 
is perpetrated (as much at the cost of the international working class 
as at the expense of the Russian people) is tapped from Lain's State 
and Revolution. 
In his State and Rcvolutioa, on the eve of the Bolshevik conquat 
of power, Lenin manipulated craftily some vague formulae found in 
Mam's Civil War in France. "These formdat were suEcientIy 
motivated by the immediate need of the General Council (of the First 
International) to defend the Commune of 1871 (directed by the 
HBertists and the Proudhonists) against its cncmics. But they did 
away alrnast completely with the margin existing between the thesis 
of the 'canquest of political power' presented by the Marxists and the 
idea of the 'destruction of the State' hdd by the Anarchists. 
"On the eve of the revolution of October, 1917 . , . k n i n  uPad 
these f o d a e  with such good &ct that he accumulated in his thesea 
of State and Revolution as many contradictions as were found in the 
heads of all the members of the Commune: Jambins, Blanquists, 
Hdbertists, Praudhonians and Anarchists. Objectively this was n m  
eary (unrealized without doubt by Lenin himself) so that an attempt 
to create a State machinery very similar in its structure to the former 
military and bureaucratic type and controlled by a few adherents 
"~dtology" in this case means Urationdization" : the trick of "justifying 
or conceding the real cause or motive by a reason, aceepkd by consciousnurq 
which is not in accord with thc actual (uncodoua) determining facts.' 
might be picstnted to the m m  of the population, which was then in 
a condition of revolutionary animation, as the &truetion of the old 
State machinery, as the rise of a saciefy b a d  on a minimum of rtpm- 
sion and dkipline, as the birth of a Statdm sacicty. At a moment 
when the revolutionary mass txpresscd its revolt against the ceatufiad 
yoke of the old State by forming 'autonomous repubrim of KrotlsEadt' 
and trying Anarckt experiments aa 'direct workers' control,' 
at that moment the 'dictatorship of the proletariat and the poor& 
peasants' (said to be incarnated in the red dictatorship of the 'true' 
interpreters of the proletariat and ~ r a t  pcasmts: that ib the Ehascn 
of BoIshcvist Communism) could only consolidate itself by first dr- 
ing itself in such Anarchist and aoti-State ideology . . . 
"Fundamentally, the Anarchist illusion of the destruction of the 
State covers up the tendency to concentrate all the State p m r  of con- 
straint in the hands of a minority, which believes, neither in the objective 
logic of the revolution nor in the clam wnsciousnq of the international 
proletarian majority and, with still Icss reason, h t  of the national 
majority. 
"The  idea that the 'Soviet system' is equal to a definitive bwak with 
all the former, bourgeois, forms of revolution, therefore serves as a aacmn 
behind which-mpowd by exterior factors and the inner conformation 
of the proletariat-there are pet afoot methods that bave featured the 
bourgeois revolutions. And those revolutions have always been ac- 
complished by transferring the power of a 'conscious minority, support- 
ing i td f  on an unconscious majority,' to another minority hding i d f  
in an identical situation." 
This is J. Martov speaking in 1919. With these words, he him 
uncovered for us the "catch" hiding behind the splendid smtimenb that 
6lI the pages of State and Rmolrtion. He has dhdoaed for w the 
seere? of Sovietism. 
Who was Martov? A Rmian M d s t  w b  pefsondity and 
ideas are so awkwardly avoided in Trotws Hhtory of the R u s h  
Revolution. Pltkhmw, Martov and Lmin are the three important 
namts of the Russian revo1utimary movement. 
Martov died a tubercular, povertyartricken exile in I 9a3. T o  under- 
stand the man's peculiar position in Rusdan history, we must think 
of h i n ,  thc suectssful, practical statesman wha "arrived'' and is now 
reposing in embalmed effigy under the magnificent mallsolcum on Red 
Square. We must think of the painted Pharaoh-@ in whose name 
the Russian people labor to hold up a pyramidal structure which, with 
the aid of verses d l c d  from the dead me's kaq, is dcscribtd an 
mialim. We must think of the successfully dead Lcnin, whmc 
writings are edited, nmly marcelled and reedited, in milIions of volumes 
by hundrcds of subsidized publishers all over the world; whw# wise 
sayings and s u p 4  wise sayings arc the subject of rapt exeg&s by 
bevies of learned commentators ;* in whm writings all kinds of partics 
aad polrtyltta--from the pomrful concern holding the h i m  pcopfe 
in its grip to hundreds of splinter groupla pothering h u t  in thc 
Bohemian nooh of Europe mad America - find their idcologid 
support and spiritual sustenance. Neither Stalin, the vicar of f r e h  
on earth, nor Fenntr Brockwaj, speaking for the recently LcniPid 
I.L.P. of Great Britain, fail to track down a text in the dead Lcnh 
before enunciating their Iast maage to the "mimes." Lenin, who 
hae become the subject of theses written by doetorial emdidam for 
the license to profess certified Mam'sm-Lcninism t Lcnin, now a 
mythological personage that grave profmom in Mwlcow and & 
where avow to be the Jesus to whom Marx was but an annunciatory 
John the Baptist I 
- Lenin's "s~ccess" o % m  us a due to Martov's character and view- 
point. Martov was one of the founders and co1labomtors on the 
I s h ,  the publication around which the Russian h i d  bmacraq  
developed. In the break that took place at the Party congra of 
1903, he represented the "minority" against the "majority" {Bol- 
shinstvo), which was led by Lenin, The split was motivated M d l y  
by the question of party organization. Martov upheld the Wwtm 
idea of an inclusive, democratic party in contrast to Lenin's thesis 
of a party of "professional revolutionists" controlled militarily by a 
"central" committee. It is interesting to observe that tt in 1903 
Martov recognized that a party on b i n ' s  style realIy "belonged" 
to the Tsarist m e  and, playing a dominant role, might stize power 
in a national revolution. H O W C V ~ ~ ,  Martov always asked: "Power 
for what?" Transcending Menshevism (which, in contrast to the 
more truly national-Russian Bolshevik d o n ,  dreamt of transplanting 
the ways and the program of Western reformism to the h d  of the 
Tsars), Mwov looked for the rise of a real movement for socialism 
in the advanced countria of the Wet. 
We can understand that a person in his situation had no reason to 
be very enthusiastic concerning the near future. Martw, a product 
of the Ruasian revolutionary movement, was unfortunate enough to be 
able to sw beyond the Russian scme and "Laborism" in general. The 
event of the Russian Revolution showed again that the habit of probing 
behind appearances dots not go to make a suc-fd politician. 
M m v ,  the dear thinking social scientist, was not a succdul  
&tiurn, dead or dive. He will not go down in history as one d 
Russia's great statesmen, say like Ivan the Terrible, Peter the Great, 
Catherine the Great, ltenin the Great, Stdin the Great. In the midst 
*There is now apparent in radical literary circles a turden to impute 
to L a i n  aU quotable wisdom that used to be credited to ~inc%, Bunurn, 
B&q Marx, Diaraefi md  even PwhGn. 
8 
of the upheaval of 1917, he located his wduation of the RusBian 
rwolutionaxy problem in the framework of extended historic develop- 
ment. He raw what lay ahead and said so, thus placing himself in 
the position of a helpltss Jeremiah. 
He recognized the Rusaian Revolution to be a progrdvc, pro- 
capitalist, national rcvoIution that cleared the way for thc solution 
of the economic bachardncss of the country. HE recognized the 
Russian Revolution as a "bourgmis'' revolution, directed in part by 
the proletariat and impremated with the utopianism typical of the pro- 
ha r i a t  of a backward country. Hc emphasiztd that the dictatorship 
of the Bolshevik "professiona1 rcvolutionim" was not to be confused 
with the "dictatorship" of the working dm, which, according to him, 
was impossible in a country like Rusia. He forcsaw that the pte- 
tensions to a program of world revolution a W e d  by the Bofshmib 
during their "heroic" period served as a sort of camouflage to protect 
their rule, and would in time give way again to the program of Russian 
"national dalism,'' the traditional and real program of 3olshcvisrn. 
W e  have here an explanation of the plight of his own Iide group 
of "Internationalists" who, in the first rcvolutionarp Swiet Congresses, 
rcjmtcd h t h  the Menshevik and Bolshevik positions. Martov s t r d  
that the Bolshcvik dictatorship of 1918-1919 was a rtvolutionaig 
dictatorship which had ridden into power on the crest of the popular 
protest against adverse conditions and the continuation of the war. 
WhiIe he opposed in speech and writing the Bolsheviksy strangling of 
democracg and suppression of civiI rights, he indicated that the Bol- 
shevik dictatorship was at its beginning, at least, joined ideologically 
and socially to the Russian and international Iabor movement. The  
man who predicted that Lenin would beget Stalin opposed in his time 
any attempt to overthrow the Bolshevik dictatorship by force. During 
the Civil War he called on the labor opponents of the Bolsheviks to 
join the Red Army, to fight against Dtnikin, Wrangtl and the foreign 
interventionists. 
By the end of rgao, the pwer of the makeshift parliamentary bodiea 
(soviets) that arose in Russia at the beginning of the Revolution had 
bem entirely replaced, as Martov foresaw, by the rule of the Com- 
munist Party. There was no longer any place in the eauutrg for a 
person like Maxtov. A very amusing instance of k i n ' s  B o l s h h  
"realism" was his public order to the police not to trouble Ma-, 
wbilc, in accordance with private instructions, the Bolshevik Gestapo 
made Martov understand it would be decidedly more healthful for 
him to remove himsdf from the country. For Mmw had made 
himself a nuisana by speaking out against the imposition of capitd 
punishment (contrary to the fust Soviet Constitution) on pro- 
l a b r  non-Bolsheviks who were merely guilty of having di&rent 
political opinions. And he had spken out against the habit of dx 
Bolshevik bureaucratic-military machine of d d n g  with their& politicd 
opponents without bcnefit of trial by jury. For the ideas Iater c x p r e d  
in hnin's famous note to Kursky* began to be put in practice as goon as 
the Bolshevik machine had been seeurely installed in power, and 
Martov's prestige in the Rwian rcvolutiomy moment interfered 
with the new dictatomhip. 
But even during his years of wile, Martov (while he pointed out 
the historic meming of the new Russian dictatorship that had replaad 
Tsarism) opposed with untiring propaganda the ux)nomic blockade 
of Russia and the campaign of reactionary villifictttion then cartied 
on against the Bolshevik government in Western Ewope. 
What does Martov mean to us? Why have we t h  the trouble 
* The note in question was written by Lenin on May 15, 19Z. It was 
addressed to D. I. Kuraky, who was Commissar of Justice at that time. ft  was 
written in reference to one of the artides of the Soviet Criminal Code under 
consideration in May, 1922. Here it is: 
15 wt~ r19m 
Comtxadtl Karsky; 
In  my opinion it is necessary to extend the application 
of execution by shooting (with the substitution of aEile1 abrroad] see 
A* 1 below) to all phases covering the activities of Mensh[eviksl, Sl~ciall 
R[cvolutioPlariesl and the like; a fordnia msst be found that w w l d  # f a c t  
lhssc aclk'ii8e$ in ron~ecfion with  the intermatioual bourgeoisie and ids 
sfivggle against us (bribery of tha pres  and agsrrts, ww #repamiions ond 
L ,  the la#). Please return this quickly with your reply. 
Lenin 
Leain's note was published in the BoTsAnQ (Moscow), Issue of January 
15, 1937, page %just before the trial of the 17 (Radek. Sdtolnikov, et-at). 
It was accompanied by the following comment by the savants of t h t  Marx- 
Engels-Lnin Institute : 
The note to comrade Kursky was written by Vladimir Ilyich on the 
reverse side of the first page, presented to him in printed form, of the 
project for the supplementary law in the Crimirwl Code. Next to paragraph 
5 of the law, which dealt with the application of capital pnnishmtnt for 
counter-revolutionary txpressions against the Soviet (Bolshevik) govern- 
ment, Lcnin wrote on thc first page. betow: uAdd the right to substitutt 
for execution exile abroad, by decision of the All-Russian C.E.C. (for a 
period of ymrs or without Iimit" It was thk postscript that Leain had 
in mind in reference to the note to Kursky abovt. 
The note to Kursky emphasized the need for capital punishment for the 
counter-rwolutionaty activities of Mcnsbcviks, S-Rs and "the like: Lmh 
demanded capital punishment for the counter-revolutionary acbvities of 
anti-Soviet parties, connected with the war preparations of the internatioml 
bongcoisie aminst the Soviet republic and with other forms of the fight 
of international capitalism aminst our country. That demand of -*'J 
is l i k d t  antire5 npplkablc, to the Trotskyist-Zino&t agmts of the 
Ce~tapn who mctsd bv direct orders of fascism und are o roanfer-revotrr- 
tionow gwg of bnnditb, spies agd dizwrSonists, vicious enemies of the !and 
of toilen. These scottndrets. murderers of Comrade Kirw, art pttclsely 
mth enemies of the Soviet republic for whom Vladimir Ilyieh demanded 
severe rmdutimary 
to present M the English speaking workers the writings of this Russian 
Smid Democrat? We have taken the trouble to present the w k h g ~  
of Martov, a Rumian Social Bmacrat, to the English speaking workers 
beaust his writin@ have a definite value in the smidist propawda 
of our time 
Martov's ustfuIness m the still weak international movemtnt for 
socialism lies precjscly in the fact that he is a little more than a Sodd 
Democrat and a Russian Social Demmrat. It Iits in his ability to 
withstand, at least in part, the drag of the spccificaJly Russian miIitu 
that created Menshevism and Bolshevism, the two wings of Russian 
"Laborism!' It lies in his ability to consider the eveat of the Russian 
RwoIutim from the an& of the future movement for socialism, rather 
thaa from the viewpoint of militant or less militant, Westernid or 
boldly national, historic opportunism. Though he was part and parcel 
of the Russian revolutionary m o m e n t ,  Martov attempted the feat 
of evslfuating f r m  the angle of historic objectivity the events in which 
he was himself m actor, 
The Russian upheaval has had a curious influence on thc inter- 
national movement for mmaIism. Introducing themselves under the 
guk  of oppasites to the dd Social Democratic organizations, the 
militant Communist Parties, organized in all countries after the BoI- 
shevik W r y ,  tried to hitch the post-War dimntent to the wagon 
of the national Russian Revolution. If popular comprehension of the 
swialist goal is a necessary condition for the socialist rtvolution, then 
the Communist Parties will go down in the history of the labor mow- 
ment as a force that did a mighty bit to divert, for some time, 
the attention of the international working class from its task of elf- 
emancipation. In this game of partly unconscious deception, the issue 
of "Sovietism" bas played and continues to play an important rok. 
Martov, writing at the time of the greatest enthusiasm over the p r y  
pects of "Soviet" uprisings and "Soviet" governments, shows up this 
deception. T o  anybody who can and would read, the essays gathertd 
in this book offer an effactiw antidote against the Lminist, and "lttft 
Communist,"* confusion that has ddled sa many brains since 19x8- 
And that remains a very important need, in spite of the effective work 
of clarification already achieved by historic experience itself. 
fn the essays gathered in this book, Martov may be said to perform 
for the Russian Revolution a service paralleling that done by Marx 
for the Paris Commune in his Civil War in France. I write "parallc1- 
ing," brause the primary need in the case of Martov's study of the Rus- 
sian Revolution is not to dmribe the tash md program of a "people's 
I am referring to the naive y l e  who* while rtpudiating BolaMsm, 
say: UIt must be wviets!"--wit out asking themsclvea how and where 
these makeshift represmtativc *bodies arose and what purpone they aerrnd 
in h h d f  of &t shrewd poliricrans who rode them ta power. 
11 
revolution" but to refute an historic hoax, which, as was scen quite 
early by Martov, imperils the cause of the increase of the socialist 
comciwsnm of the international working class. ( Of a necessity, Martov's treatment of the illusions manipulated 4 
by the BoIsheoik politicians in 1918 also brings out his general political 
and wcial stand, 
Martov expected the workers t h d v e s  to accomplish their cmmci- 
pation. Ht btliwed that with historic tx@c~ce, the working class 
4 
would undergo a politid and moral development and overcome in 
time the current utopias and swindle in political thcary d practice 
fostered among them by various sets of "leaders." He understood 
that the mid i s t  revvaIution could only take place in countria that 
were economically ripe for socidim. He understood that the political 
setup p r d u u d  by the socialist revolution could never be the Jambin 
dictatorship of a mlut ionary minority but could ody be the exprea- 
sion of the majority d e  of the population. He believed that after 
the proletariat of the countries economically ripe for wialisrn had 
once s~ized p m r ,  it could never find itself in a situation where its 
rule was anything else but the majority rde of the population. 
In spite of the object tcssons taught by the events of the past twenty 
years, sa many 4'advand revolutionists" still find such ideas not 
( 4  
4 1  
rtvolutionay" enough. Martov had a pitying smiIe both for the 
revolutionist a la  mode," the revolutionary Bohemian, and the 
"practid" opportunists, the "Kaiser's and King's socialists." His 
study of the polit ical methods and the historic significance of the 
' 
Rwian Revolution is ddicattd to the "increase and development of 
the d i s t  constiousn~" of the workin= class of the world. .*Con- 
sidered from the standpoint of this puqmsc, political fashions m Bo- 
hemh and current ticks of opportunist "pmcticdncss" arc important 
only as, usually unconscious, means of diverting the attention of the 
propertyless from their historic task. 
The first two sections of this book, The  Ideology of Sorietism and 
I 
The Congueft of the Siata, were written early in 1g19. They form 
a m p a c t  whole and should be read as such. The first essay appeared I 
serially in the periodical Mysl of Kharkov. T h e  introductory -ion 
of the second was first published in thc issues of July 8 and September 
I, rgar, of the SoxialisiicAeshi Pestnik (Berlin). The remainder of I I 
the second msay appeared for the first time in Mwovoi Bolsh&m 
{World Bolshwism), Berlin, 1923, from the text of which the entire 
p-t translation was made. The final section, tion,titled Marx and 
the Problem of the Dictatorshi# of the Proletmiat was  first published 
in ~ g r  8 in the Workers' Intmat iond of Mwm, edited by Martov. 
It dtals with the m e  subject from s more pncral point of view. 
b 
PART ONE 
THE IDEOLOGY OF "SOVIETISM" 
THE MYSTICISM OF THE SOVIET REQlME 
T HE REVOLUTIONARY movement that is tinged with Bol- shevism recognizes soviets as the form of political organization 
(even the sole form) by which the emancipation of the proletariat ean 
be rea5md. 
According to this vimpoint, the soviet State s t r u c t u r ~ i d  to be a 
phase in the progressive abolition of the State itself in its role as an 
instrument of social opprcssio-is the historically motivated product 
of a long evolution, arising in the midst of c lm antagonisms when 
thtse have reache& great acuteness under imperialism. It is described as 
the perfect embodiment of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Appear- 
ing at a time when "bourpois" democracy is said to have Iost all content, 
the soviet r6gime is pictured as the perfect expraioa of real democrq. 
However, every perfection has this dangerous feature. Persons un- 
troubled by critical reasoning, persons blind to the nuances of "idle" 
theory, are impatient to possess thtmsdves of the perfection, without 
bothering to take note that the perfection in qutstion is supposed to be 
based on particular historic conditions. Metaphysical rcas~aiag ref- 
to accept the dialectical negation of the absolute. It ignores the rela- 
tive. Having learned that the true, the genuine, the ptrfeci mode of I 
social life bas a t  last been discovered, it insists on having this perfect . 
mode applied to daily existence. 
We therefore see that, contrary to its own theoretic claims, this per- 
fect political form has become applicable to all peoples, to all social 
groups. AII that is neccssaq is that the people concerned want to 
modify the structure of the State undef which it is suering. Sovicm 
have become the slogan for the proletariat of the most advanced in- 
I - 
dustrial countries the United States, EngImd, Germany. Thcy art 
I also the slogan for agricultura1 Hungary, ptasant Bulgaria and aussia# 
where agriculture is just issuing from primitive structures. 
The universal efficacy of the soviet r&mc reaches cvcn fa*& 
Communist publicists seriously speak of soviet revolutions occurring 
or about to occur, in Asiatic Turkey, among the Egyptian fellahin, in 
the pampas of South Ameria. In Corca, the proclamrtion of a soviet 
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republic is only a matter of time. In India, China and Persia the 
soviet idea is said to be advancing with the sped of an express train. 
And who dares to doubt that by now the soviet system has already 
bm adapted to the primitive social conditions of the Bashkirs, Kirg- 
h k ,  Turkomans and the mountaineers of Daghestan? 
No matter what Mamist thought may have to say on the subject, 
the sovier dgime, as such, is not only said to solve the antagonism 
arising between the proletariat md the burgeohie under conditions of 
highly developed capitalism, but is dm presented as the universal Statc 
form that cuts through the difficulties and antagonisms arising at  any 
degree of social evolution. In theory, tbe lucky people bursting 
into soviets are expected to have pawd--at least ideologically-the 
stage of hurgeois democracy. They are expected to have freed them- 
sclvcs from a number of noxious illusions-prliamenmim, the need 
for a universal, direct, equal and secret ballot, the need of liberty of I 
the press, ttc. Only then can they know the supreme perfection in- 
corporated in the soviet State structure, In practice, however, nations I 
here and there, possessed by the metaphysical negation of the course 
traced by soviet theory, jump over the prescribed stages. Soviets axe 
the perfect form of the State. They are the magic wand by which all , I 
inequalities, all misery, may be suppressed. Having once learned about 
soviets, who would consent to suffer the yoke of Icss prfcct systems I 
of government? Having once tasted the sweet, who would chchoose I 
to continue to live on bitterness? 
In February 1918, at Brest-Litovsk, Trotsky and Kamencv still d* 
fended with great obstinanw the right of people to selfdetermination. 
Thty demanded from victorious Germmy that this principle bc applied, 
through the instrumentality of the qua1 and universal ballot, in Pa- 
Russian Communist Party, the intrepid Bukharine already insisted that 
i 
land, Lithuania and Latvia The historic value of dcmocrafy was L I 
ntiU recognimd at that time, But a year later, at the congress of the I 
the principle of "selfdtterrnination of pmpItd' had to be replaced wi& 
the principle of "self-determination of the laboring &we." Lenin suc- 
h: 
ceedcd in obtaining the maintenance of the principle of mlf-dctermina- 
tion-for backward people-pardeling in this respect certain phil- 
osophers who, not wanting to fall out with the Church, would limit 
the scope of their materialist teachings to animals deprivad of the benc- 
fits of divine reveIation. But it was not for doctrinal reasons that 
the Communist congrtss refused to fall is line with Bukharinc. Lcnia ' 
won out with arguments of a diplomatic order. It was said ta bt  un- 
wise to alienate from the Communist International the Rindoas, Per- 
sians and other peoples who, though still blind to the revelation, were 
in a situation of pan-national struggle against the foreign opprcrrsor. 
Fuadamentally, the Communists were in full agreement with BS- 
hrrine. Having tasted mcctncs, who would o&r bittemcss to his 
neighbor ? 
So that when the Turkish consul at Odma permitted hidf to 
launch the hoax about the triumph of a soviet revolution in tbe Ottw 
man empire, not a single Russian nmpapcr refused to takc the obvious 
hoax seriously. Not a single publication showed the dighrcst skepudsm 
concerning the ability of the g o d  Turks to jump over the stages of 
selfdetermination, universal franchise, bourgeois parliammtarism, ttc. 
The mystification was quite sucmsful. Mystifications find a favor- 
able soil in mysticism. For no less than mystic is the concept of a 
political form that, by virtue of its particular &character, can mu- 
mount all e m n o m i c ~ a l  and national contradictims. 
In the m u m  of the congress of the Independent Social Democratic 
Party of Germany at Leipig, good men racked their brains to d i m e r  
how to conciliate "all. power to the mviets" with the traditional notions 
of the Social-Dernoeracy concerning the politicd forms of the sobdist 
revolutions, especially with the notion of demoeraq. 
For here is a mystery that m p e s  the understanding of the true- 
believers of Sovietism with the game ptrsistence that the mysttry of 
the immaculate conception has ever eacapcd the understanding of the 
Christian faithful. Sometimes it escaped the understanding of its own 
creator. 
Thus, we have the musing example of the reception of the news 
that the soviet idea had triumphed in Hungary. It seemed, at first, that 
everything was performed according to the. rites. But one essential 
detail was missing. It was reported that the Hungarian "soviet" did 
not eame into being as a result of a fratricidal war of the Hungarian 
proletariat (we shall see later how important is this detail). It was, 
on the contrary, the product of the unity of the Hungarian proletariat. 
h n i n  was troubled In a telegram, the complete text of which ap- 
peared in the foreign press, he asked Belr Kun: 
"What guaranm have you that your revolution is r e d y  a Corn- 
muaist revolution, that it is not simply a socialist revolution, not a 
revolution by the social-traitors ?" 
Bda KW'S reply, published in the R G a n  prtss, betrayed some eon- 
fusion and a Iack of preasencss. The Hungarian rcvoIutionary power, 
it appeared, rested in the hands of a group of five prsons, two of whom 
wexe Communists, two 80dal-democrats a d  the fifth "in the gamc 
category as your Lunacharslty!' The mystery had grown thicker. 
As o result of the extreme dm antap~lism h e m  the proletariat 
and the hurgeaisie, the proletariat overthrows the most complete em- 
bodiment of democratic statism. By tbis act, the proletariat creates 
irself a new political mode, which is also the s d c  cxprcssion of the d i ~  
tatorship of the prdetariat. Here is the starting point of the "soviet 
idea'' 
The poIitica1 mode thus created is universally applicable. It  firs the 
needs and conswucnce of all kin& of social change. It em dothe 
the mu1tiform substance of all the revolutionary acts of the twentieth 
century. That is the "soviet idea" at the close of its own evolution. 
This dialectical contradiction summarize the mystery of "sovietism," 
which is a mystew beyond the dogmatic mrnprchension of thinkers, 
both on the Left and on the Right. 
DlGTkTORSHlP OF THE MlNORlrY 
T HE MECHANISM of the popular revo~utions of the preceding historic period had the following characteristics. 
The role of active factor in the overturn belonged to minoritks of 
the social c l a m  in whow interest the revolution developed. These 
minoxi tits exploited the confused discontent and the sporadic explosions 
of anger arising among scattered and socially inconsistent elcmenes 
within the revolutionary class. They guided the latter in the dtstruc- 
tion of the old $mid forms. I n  certain cases, the active leader mi- 
noritics had to use the power of their concentrated energy in order to 
shatter the inertia of the elements they tried to wield for rcvdutioaary 
purposes. Theref ore, these active leader minorities sometimes made 
efforts-often successful &om-to repress the p d v e  resistance of 
the manipulated elements, when the latter refused to move forward 
toward the broadening and deepening of the revolution. The dictator- 
ship of an acrive revolutions y minority, a dictatorship that tended to 
be terrorist, was the normal coming-to-a-head of the situation in which 
the old mid order had confined the popular mass, now d e d  w bjr 
the revolutionaries to forge their own destiny. 
There where the active revolutionary minoritp was not able to or- 
ganize such a dictatorship, or to maintain it for some time, as was the 
case in Germany, Austria, France in 184.8-we observed the miscar- 
riage of the rtvolutionary proctss, a wl1apsc of the revolution, 
Engels said that the revolutions of the past historic period were the 
work of conscious minorities exploiting the spontaneous revolt of un- 
conscious maioritics. 
It is undekood-that the word "conscious" should be taken here in 
a rdative penst. It was a question of pursuing political and social aims 
that were quite d h i t e ,  though at the same time quite contradictory 
and utopian. The ideology of the Jacobins of 1793-1794 was thor- 
oughly utopian. It cannot be considered to have been the product of 
an objective conception of the proca of historic wolution. But in 
relation to the mags of peasants, small producers and workers in whose 
m e  they demolished the old dgiie, the Jacobh represented a con- 
scioun vanguard whoe destructive work was subordinated to pdtive 
~ r o b h m ~  
Ia the last decade of the 19th century, Engels mind at the d u -  
&a that the epoch of fevolutiom effected by conscious minorities head- 
ing unknowing maws had clad far ever. From then on, he said, 
revolution would be prepared by long years of politid p r o p ~ d a ,  
organhation, education, and would be realized directly and d o l y  
the interested masses themselva 
T o  such a degree has this idea become the conception of the grtat 
majoritp of modern k a l i s t s  that the slogan: "AU power to the 
vittiil" wan originally launched as an m w t r  to the need of @& 
during the revolutionary period, the maximum of active aad c ~ n s c i ~ s  
participation and the maximum of initiative by the ma- in the ts6k 
of social creation. 
Read again L&nints articlm and speeches of 1917 and yw w3l  die 
cover that their master thought, "all  power to &e soviets," mountad 
then to the following: r.  the direct and active participation of the 
maws in the management of production and public a f i ;  a. the 
obliteration of all gaps between the directors and the d i d ,  that is, 
the suppiessioa of any sucid hierarchy; 3. tbt jpattest p s i i l e  unifi- 
cation of the legislative and executive powers, of the production sg 
paratus and the administrative apparatus, of the State machinery and 
the machinery of local administration; 4. the maximum of activity 
by tbc maw and the minimum of liberty for its elacted mpresentativw; 
5. the total suppression of dl bureaucraq. 
Parliamentarism was repudiated not only as tht m a  where two 
enemy claws coll&ratc politidIy and engap in ''pad&'' -bats, 
but a h  as a mtcbanism of public administration. And this repudiation 
was motivated, above dl, by the antagonism arising between this 
mechanism and the unbounded rcvoIutionary activity of tbc mas, 
intervening directly in administration and prduction. 
In Augut rgr 7, W n  wrote: 
"Having conquered politid power, the workers will break up the 
old bureaucratic apparatus; they will sbattcr it to its very foundatioas, 
until not one stone is left upon another: and they wiU replace it with 
a new one consisting of the same workers and employees, @inst  whoe 
transformation into bureaucrats will at once be undertakm, as +acd 
out in detail by Marx and Engels: I.  not ody elcaiv~cps, but 
instant r e d ;  a, payment no higher than that of ordiary workern; 
3. immediate trmitim to a state of things when at1 fulfir the functiom 
of control md superintendence, so that dl become 'bureaucrs~s for a 
time, and no o w ,  therefore can become a bureaucrat.' " (Th Stats d 
Rmolution, page rg, early Russian edition.) 
He wrote of the ' rs~bst j tut i~n of CI uf i iwsd popuIar militia far f h  
.I .- k r ,c i  .-- 
police," of the "eIcctivent98 and recall at any moment of all function- 
aries and commanding r h , "  of "workers' control in its primitive 
sum, direct partiupation of the people at the courts, not only in the 
shape of a jury but also by the supprtssion of specializing prosecutors 
and defense counsels and by the vote of all prwnt on the question of I 
guift!' That is how the replacement of the old bourgeois democracy 
with the swiet dgimc was interpreted in theory-d sometimes in 
practice. 
It waa this conception of "all power to the =vied' that was prt- 
mtcd in the first Cu~titution-adoptd at the third Soviet Congrtss 
on the initiative of V. Troutowky, It recognized the complete power 
of the communal soviet within the limits of the "valor*," the p e r  
of the district soviet within the bounh of the "ouyeed," that of the 
I 
provincial soviet within the limits of the 'bbernia," while the unify- 
ing functions of tach of the higher soviet organs expressed themselves 
in tbc levelling of the differences arising among the organs subordin- 
ated to it. 
Anticipating the argument that such extreme federalism might un- L -. 
dermine national unity, k n i n  wrote in the same brachurc: 
"Only peopIe full of petty-bourgeois 'superstitious faith' in the State 
can mistake the destruction of the bourpois State for the destruction 
of centralism. But will it nor be centralism if the proletariat and 
poorest peasantry take tbe power of the State in thdr own hands, or- 
mize themselves freely into communes, and unite the action of all 
i: 
the communes in striking at capital, in crushing the rtsistmce of the 
capiulirts, in the transfer of private property in railways, factories, I 
land and so forth, to the cntire nation, to the whole of society? Will . 
that not be centtdism?" (Page 50, early Russian edition.) 
Rcdity has cruelly shattered all these illusions. The "Soviet State" 
bas not established in any instance electiveness and recall of public 
aEcialn and the commanding 5taff. It has not suppressed the profes- 
sional police. It has not assimilated the courts in d i m  jurisdiction by 
 
the w. It bas not done away with social hierarchy in production, 
It has not lesecned the total subjection of the local communitp to thc 
power of thc State. O n  the contrary, in proprtion to its evolution, the 
Soviet State shows a tendency in the opposite direction. It shows a 
tendency toward intensified centralism of the State, a tendency L 
toward the utrnmt possible strengthening of the principles of 
hierarchy and m p d s i o n ,  It shows a tendency toward the develop- 
ment of a a r e  spec id id  apparatus of repression than before. It 
b w s  a tendency toward the greater independence of the usudly dcc- 
tive functions and the mnihiIation of the control of th& fundons by 
the Jectar masses. It shows a tendtncy toward the m a 1  freedom of the 
executive organisms from the tutelage of the electors. In the crucible 
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of reality, the "power of the soviets" has become the "soviet power," 
a gowm that originally issued from the sovitis but has steadily h e  
independent from the soviets. 
We must believe that the Russian ideologists of the soviet spstan 
have not renounced entirely their notion of a non-Statal soda1 order, 
the aim of the revolution, Bur as they see matters now, the road to 
this non-Statd social order no longer lies in the atrophy of 
the functions and institutions that have been forged by the bourgeois 
State, as they said they saw things in 1917. Now it appears that their 
way to a social order that wwld be free from the State !its in the 
hypertrophy-thc excessive developmen-f t h e  functions and in 
the resurrection, under an altered aspect, of most State institutions 
typical of the bourgeois era. The shrewd people continue to repudiate 
demtlcratic parliammtarism. But they no longrr repudiate, at the 
same time, those instruments of State powr t o  which #arIiumctrfmiPm 
is a counterwsight within bourgeois society : bureaucrsq, police, a 
permanent army with commanding cadres that arc independent of 
the soldiers. courts that are above control bv the communitp., tte. 
In contrast to the bourgeois State, the State of the transitional m- 
lutionarp period ought to be an apparatus for the "repredon of the 
minority by the majority." Theoretically, it should be a governmental 
apparatus resting in the hands of the majoritg. In reality, the Soviet 
State continues to be, as the State of the past, a government apparatus 
resting in the hands of a minority. (Of another minority, of course.) 
Little by little, the "power of the soviets" b being replaced with the 
power of a certain party. - Little by little the pare  becomes the es- 
sentid State institution, the framework and axis of the entire system 
of "sovict rcpubli~" 
T h e  evaIution traversed by the idea of the "Soviet State" in Russia 
ought to help m to understand the psychological basis of this idea 
in wuntrits where the revolutionary process of today is yet in its initid 
p h w .  
The "sovict r&ime" bceomcs the means of bringing into poww and 
maintaining in power a revolutionary minority which claims to defend 
the interests of a majority, though the latter has not rccogrkd these 
interests as its own, though this majorit). has not attached itelf SUE- 
ciently to these interests to defend them with dl its energy and deter- 
mination. 
This is demonstrated by the fact that in many countricdt hap 
pencd also in R u s s i d c  slogan "dl power to the soviets" is launched 
in opposition to the already existing soviets, c r e a d  during the first 
manifestations of the revolution. The slogan is dimtcd, in the firat 
place, against the majority of tht working class,, against the political 
tendencies which dominated the rn- at the bepnning of the m l u -  
tion. The slogan "dl power to the BOVicts" bccome~ a pseudonym for 
the dictatorship of r minority. So that when the failure of July 3, 1917, 
had brought to the surface the obstinate resistance of the &em to 
Bolshevik pressure, k n i n  tore off the diguise in his pamphlet: On the 
Subject of Slogans and proclaimed that the cry "All Power to the 
Swiees I" was thenceforward out of date and had to be replaced with the 
s l o p :  "All pwcr to the Bolshevik Paw!'' 
But this "materialization" of the symbol, this revelation of its true 
content, was only a moment in the development of the perfect political 
form, "finally discovered" and exclusively possessing the "=pacity of 
bringing out the social substance of the-proletarian revolution." 
The retention of political paver by the minority of a class (or 
h), by a minority organized as a party and exercising its power in 
the interests of the class (or dwes), is a fact arising from antagon- 
ism mid of the most recent phase of capitalism. It thug offers 
a di&rtnce between tbe old revolutions and the new. O n  the other 
hand, the fact that it is a dictatorship by a minority constitutes a bond 
of kidtip between the present revolution and those of the preceding 
historic period. If that is the basic principle of tbe governmental 
msebmism in question, it hardy matters if the exigency of given his- 
toric circumstances have made this principle assume the particular form 
of b e t s .  
The events of r 792-1 794 in Frmce offer an *example of a revolution 
that was r e d i d  by means of a minority diaato.rship set up as a party: 
the Jacobin dictatorship. The Jacobin party embraced the most active, 
the most "leftward," elements of the petty-%ourgeoisie, proletariat, and 
dedasscd intellertds. It exercised its dictatorship through a network 
of multiple institutions: communes, sections, clubs, revolutionary com- 
mittees. In this network producers' orgadzations an the style of our 1 workers' soviets were completely absent. Otherwise, there is a strik- 
ing similarity, and a number af perfect analogies, between the institu- I 
tions used by the Jambins and those serving the contemporary dictator- 
ship. The party ceUs of tday di&r in no way from the Jacobin clubs. 
The rewlutiona y cornmittkeg in 1794 and 1919 are entirely alike. 
The committees of poor peasants of today bear comparison with the 
committe#r and clubs, composed ~ t c i a l l y  of poor elemens, m which 
&c jambin dictatorship based imlf in the villages. Today, workers' 
soviets, factory committees, trade union centers, mark the revolution 
with their stamp and give it its specific character. Here is where the 
influence of the proletariat in the large industries of today makes its& 
felt. Nevertheltss, we see that such specificaIIy class organisms, such 
specially proletarian formations, issuing from the milieu of modern in- 
dustry, arc as much reduced to the role of mechanical instruments of 
a paw minority dictatorhip as were the auxiliaries of the Jacobin die- - 
ratorsbip in 1792-1 794, though the A d  origins of the Iamr were 
tntirelv diirenr. 
P&J in the concrete conditions of cmtmporary Russia, the Bol- 
shevik party dictatorship reflects, in the first place, the i n t e r n  a d  
aspirations of the prol- elements of the population. This would 
be truer in the case of wviets that might have aristn in advand  in- 
dustria1 countries. But the nature of the soviets, their adaptation to 
producers' organizations, is not the decisive factor here. We saw that 
after the 3rd of July, 1917, Lenin envisaged the dircct dictatorship of 
the Bolshevik party, outside of the sovita W e  see now that in etrtrrin 
places such a dictatorship is f d y  realized through the channel of m 
lutionary committees and party cells. All of this does not stop the 
party dictatorship ( d i m  or indirect) from p- in its JW$B 
policy a primordial lien with the proletariat and reffectlng, above all, 
the interests and aspirations of the city laboring population. 
On the other hand, as orgadzational cadres, the soviets may hd 
themsdvcs filled with elements that have a different d m  character. 
At the side of the workcrs' soviets, rise sovie@ of soldiers and pemts. 
So that in countries that arc even more backward tconomiedy than 
Russia, the power of the soviets may repr-t something other &an 
a proletarian minority. It  may represent there a peasant minority, 
or any other noa-proletarian section of the population. 
The mystery of the "soviet r-e" is now deciphered. We see now 
how an organism that is supposedly created by the specific p m d k i t i d  
of a labor movment corresponding to the highest development of 
capitaIism is rtveald to be, at the same time, suitable to the needs of 
aimtries h o ~ n g  neither large capitalist production, nor a powerful 
bourgeoisie, nor a proletariat that has evolved through the experience 
of the dass struggle. 
In other words, in the advanced countries, the proletariat r m m ,  
we are told, to the soviet form of the diarrtorship as soon as its d m  
toward the social revolution strikes against the impmdbility of re&- 
ing its power in any other way than through the dictdwship of a 
minority, a minority within the proletariat i d f .  
The thesis of the "hal lp  discovered form," the thesis of the politid 
form that, belonging to the specific circumstances of rhe impcrialie 
phase of capitaism, is said to be the only form that am re* the 
social enfranchisement of the proletariat, cpnstitutes the histodcdiy 
necessary illusion by whose effect the revolutionmy d o n  of the p r o b  
tariat renouaccs its belief in im abiIitg to draw behind it the major* 
of the population of the country and resusritatcs the idea of the m h  
oritp dictatorship of the Jacobins in the very form used by the bourgeois 
rcblution of tbe 18th century, Must we r e d  here that this revolw 
tionary method has been repudiated by the working dasu to the atent 
that it has f r d  itself from its heritage of petty-bourpis revoiu- 
timrism ? 
As scmn as the slagan "soviet r6gimc" begins to function as a pseudo- 
nym under the cover of which the Jawbin and BIanquist idea of a 
minority dictatorship is reborn in the ranb of the proletariat, then the 
soviet &ne acquires a universal acceptation and is said to be adapt- 
able to m y  kind of revolutionary overturn. In this new sense, the 
"soviet form" is necessarily devoid of the specific substance that bound 
it to a dehite phase of capitalist development. I t  now becomes a wai- 
vcrsal form, which is  supposed t o  be suitable to  any revolution neeom- 
plishd in a situation of political confusion, when the popular masses 
are not united, while the bases of the old rigirne h a w  been wttn wvay 
in the process of historical wolution. 
DICTATORSHIP OVER THE PROLETARIAT 
T HE REVOLUTIONARY sectors of the population do not be- lieve thernsmelves able to draw along with them the majority of 
tbc country on the road to socialism. Here is the secret: of the spread 
'1 
of the "soviet idea" in the confused consciousness of the European 
proletariat.* 
Thus Karl Radek, the apostle, to the benighted West, of the neo-Corn- 
munist "diaIectical" credo, justified the Russian sort of dictatorship: 
"In no country can the revoluhon begin as an action of the majority. 
Capitalism implies not merely a physical mastership over the means of p r e  
duction, but also a spiritual dominion over the masses of the people; a d  
in the most developed capitalist countries, under the stress of misery and 
dire need. under the burden of such consequences of capitalism, as this war, 
athe whole body of the oppressed arises. T h e  most active art always the 
first to rise. It is a minority which a r k  out the revolution, the success 
of which depend$ on the fact whefier this revdution corr~ponds with the 
historical development, with the interests of the masses of the people, who 
can shake off the rule of the class hitherto governing them. But first the 
creative and impulsive force of the revolution is rquind to rouse the great 
body of the people to liberate them from their intellectual and spiritual 
ahvishncss under capitalism, and to lead them into a position where a de- 
fence of their interests can be made, It might fairly be said that every 
revolution is undertaken by the rmnority ; the majority only joins in during 
the courx of the revolytion and decides the victorious issue . . . " (So&li~m 
from Sdence ta Pracbcs, page 17, Socialist Labor Press, Glasgow.) 
ms is, indeed, Ieading socialism from science to practice. And what 
"practice I" 
Here i s  the w'hole of the "art of revolution," presented as rmolutimra 
Marxism in the adventurous first years of the Communist ~nttrnationx 
and stiH practiced, in the cafb  and tea houses of New York and Paris, by 
the latter-day exponents of nBolshev~sm-Ltninism," those theoretically fero- 
cious Trotskyites, who in spite of the alarms broadeast by &a1 Com- 
munism are really gmtle and harmless in practice-Trawlator. 
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Now the m a j o r i ~  opposing socialism, or backing parties that oppose 
socialism, may include numerous worker cIemen~. T o  the extent that 
this is tmc, the principle of "soviet rule" implics not only the rtpudia- 
tion of democraq in the framework of the nation but a h  tht supprts- 
sian of drmocracy within the working class, 
In theory, soviet rule do= not annul democracy, In theory, mioPiet 
rule merely limits democraq to rhe worken aid the "poorest peas- 
antry." But the w m c e  of democracy is not exprtssad--cithcr d u -  
sivcly or in p r i n d p l d y  mathematidy universal sdrage. The 
"univtrsal suffrage" attained by the most advanced countries before 
the Russian Revolution excluded women, the military, and sometimes 
young people up to the age of as. Thcsc exceptions did not deprive 
these countries of a democratic character, as long as inside the majority 
called on to exercise the sovereignty of the people there remained a 
degree of dtmocraey consisttat with the preservation of the =pitalist 
bash of &ety.* 
For this reason, denping electoral rights to bourgeois a d  rentiers, 
and even to members of the liberal p r o f e s s i o ~  eventdity ad- 
mitted by Plekhanov for the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat 
--does not of iwlf make thc "mviet" r4gime som&ng absolutely ua- 
democratic. We may even suppast such a measure to be entirely corn- 
patiblt with the dcvdopment of other features of democrarcy, which, 
in spite of the limitation of electoral rights, may reaIIy make of the 
rCgimc "a duncicraq more perfectH than any previous political form 
based on the &a1 domination of the burgeoisie. 
The exclusion of the bourgeois mino* from participation in State 
power may not acctsarily help to consolidate the power of the majority. 
It may even hinder this object by tending to impoverish the &a1 d u e  
of tbe popular will expressed in the electoral struggIe. That is not, 
however, s&dent to make the soviet system undemocratic. 
What gives the soviet systcm this character is the supprdoa of 
Does Martov suggest that the capitalist class, or rather ,its palitid 
servants, can do away with democraw, with popular repmseotPhon, as smn 
as the latter artatens the existing order? 
Under capitalism, observed Engds, "tbe possessing das3 d m  dircctlp 
through rmived  franchise" (OrigA of the Family) d h a t  is, by virtue 
of the inttrtated, motivatad, support of the great rnaloriQ of tbe population. 
Even the master-mindn superintending the Fascist, Nazi and Sovlct-Corn- 
munist political superstructures of modern capitalism q l i z e  that t h q  do 
n d  arid cannot rule for any length of time against the will of the over- 
whelming majority of the population. Thc working skvur of ~apitalhm 
cannot, in great nunbers, be whi cd into perfomins: their taslrs, as wue 
the alrvu who built the pymmidr%cre io a migMy Lfference of tecbadogy. 
So thgt even the State machinery manipdatcd by the latter-* "dletator- 
ships" rests on a "dern~tatic," mass bash, which is  lomgty cared for 
the "dictators+"-Tro~lutor. 
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d c d  on to become tbe holders of State power. 
We fmd in h h t y  democratic republics tho admitted slaver$ 
(Athens, for example). The theoretiaans of sovietism have n m r  
istration of the State, dl soldiers in the elmion of officers, that plice 
and officialdom as such would be suppr-d. 
h I. The working c h  forms a minoriw in a hostile population. I 
a. Or it is itstlf divided into fractions struggling for power among' 
themscl~~~. 
3. Or the two given phenomena exist simultaneoudy. 
cannot accomplish their own liberation. Their minds are formed 
by their masters; they arc incapable of understanding their true inter- 
esta It is left to the Knowing minority to free the maw from the tute- 
lage of its present masters. Only after this is done will the mass 
understand. Scientific socialism is the truth. The minority p d n g  
the howlcdp of the truth of scientific socialism bas the right to impost 
it on the mass. Parliament is only an obstruction. It is an instrument 
of reaction. The bourgeois press poisons the minds of 'the people. It 
should be suppressed, Later, that is, after the social order will haye 
been mdIy trarnsformed by the sodalist dictators, liberty and drmoc- 
racy wilI be reconstituted. Then the citizens will be in the p i t i o n  
to form a r e d  drmcmacy; they will then b free from the tconomic 
r&he  which, opprming them, keeps thcm at prexat from mmifcsting 
their true will." (Charles Naint: Dictatrrrc Hrr proldtariat orr dbmo- 
craric, page 7). 
Only the blind and the hypocritical will fail to recognize that Charles 
Naine has presented here, divested of its usual phiascologic ornamcn- 
tation, the ideology of Bolshevism. It is in this shape that the latter 
has been assimiIatcd by the m- in Russia, Germany, Hungary, and 
wherever Bolshevism has made its appearance. 
This phraseological ornamentation does not always succeed in hiding. 
There is, for example, the important statement by P. Orlowb (V. 
Vorovsky, Iater Soviet representativc at Rome, killed in Lauslmnt, May 
I 923, cd. ) , entitled "The Communist International and the Wodd 
Soviet Republic." The author propma to deal with the "crux" of the 
question of the swiet system. 
"The soviet system," he writes, "merely implies participation of the 
popular masm in the administration of the State: but it dws not assure 
thcm either mastery or even a predominant influence (in the adminis- 
tration of rhe State)!' 
(1 
If we substitute the words "parliamentary democracy" for the term 
soviet aystern,'' we get as elementary a "truth" as the one cxpmscd 
by Orlov&. Indeed, dmbpcd democratic parlirrmentarism aures  
the mmse of the opportunity to participate in State administration. 
It dws not, however, guarantee their political domination. 
Hert is Orlovsky's mnclusion: 
"OnIy when the soviet system has put the e k t i v e  State in 
the hands of the Communists, that is to say in the party of the w o r k  
class, may the workers and other exploited elemenu obtain accm to 
the exercise of State power as d l  as the possibility of remmtnrctiw 
the State on a new basis, conforming to their neads, a" 
In other words, the soviet system is good as long as it is in the hm& 
of the Communists. For "as m n  aw the bourgaoisie s u d s  in pmm~- 
hg imlf of the swiets (as was the crrse in Rmia under K e r w  and 
now-in rgr g--in Germany), it utilizts them against the revolutionary 
workers and peasants, just as the Tsars used the soldiery, sprung from 
thc pcople, to oppress the people. Therefore, soviets can fulfill a revo- 
Iutionarg role, md free the working masses, only when they are dom- 
inattd by the Communists. And for the same reason, the growth of 
soviet orgdationar in ather countrim is a revo~utionary phenomenon 
in the proletarian sexm-not merely in the petty-bourgeois s e n ~ n I y  
when this growth is parallded by the triumph of communism." 
There could be no clearer statement. The "'soviet system" is an in- 
rtrrrmtnt whicY permits State power t o  slip h t o  the hm& of the Com- 
munists. T k a  imstrrrment is part aside as soon as it bus fulfiIEcd its his- 
toric function. That is never said, of course. 
"The Communist Party, that is to say, the party of the workiig 
e lm . . . " The principle is always posed in these words. Not one of 
the parties-nor even "the most advanced party," nor the "party most 
representative of the inter- of the proletarian class." No, but the 
'(oniy m l  worker party? 
Orlovsb's idea is excelIently iIIust rated in the resolutions adopted 
by the Communist conference at Kashine, published in Pravda No. 3, 
1919: 
"The middle peasant may be admitted to power, even when he does 
not belong to the party, if he accepts the soviet platform-with the 
remation that tbe preponderant role of direction in the soviets must 
remain with the party of the proletariat. It is zholutely inadmissible 
to leave the mvitts entirely into the hands of the non-paw middle 
wasants. That would expose a11 the conques~ of the proletarian revo- 
lution to the danger of complete destruction, at a moment when the 
last and decisive battle against international reaction is taking pIaa." 
The Communists at  Kashine contented themselves with baring the 
real meaning of the "dictatorship" only in so far as it applied to the 
peasant y. But everybody knows that the same solution also disposes 
of the "middle" worker. We are dealing here with a "worker and 
peasant" power and not merely with a "worker" power. 
What originally made the "soviet idea" so attractive to socialists was, 
no doubt, their udimitad conftdendp in the collective intelligtnce of the 
working clw, their confidence in the workers' ability to attain, by 
means of the "dictatorship of the proletariat;' a condition of complete 
sdf-~~dministration, cxduding the shadow of tutelage by R minority. 
T h e  first enihusiasm for the soviet system was an enthusiasm spring- 
ing from the desire to m p e  the framework of the hierarchidy or- 
g a n i d  State. 
Erncst Daumig (Left Independent) stated in his eloqucnt report, 
at the first Pan-German Congress of Soviets, held from the 16th to 
the arst of Decembw, 1918: 
"The present German revolution io distinguished by its -on 
of deucedly lit& eoofidena in its own force& W e  are still su&rhg 
from the spirit of military subserpitna and pmeive obedience, our 
heritage from the past centuries. This spirit cannot be k i l fd  by mere 
cleetord struggles, by election tracts passod out among the -erg 
two or three y a m .  It can only be destroyed by a sincere and powerful 
&rt to maintain the German people in a condition of pcrmment 
political activity. This cannot be realized outside of tbe wviet system. 
We ought to finish, once for always, with the entire old administrative 
machinery of the Reich, of the independent (German) State, of the 
municipaliti#i. To substitute rclf-odmhistration for adminishation 
from above should become more and more the aim of the German 
people, " 
A d  at the same eongres, the Spartadst Wcckert declared : 
'The Constituent h b l y  (Parliament) will be a reactionary in- 
stitution even if it has u d a l i s r  majority. The reason for this is 
that the German people is compIetely apolitical. It asks to be led. It 
has not m yet made the m a l l e t  act that might be evidence of its dc- 
sire to become master of its own destiny. f i r e  in Germany people 
wait to haw liberty brought to them by leaders. Liberty is not created 
8t the bass" 
"The soviet system," he continued, "is an organization confiding to 
the l a r p  masses the direct t a d  of consmcting the dike, The 
Constitutional AssembIy (Parliament), on the other hand, lcapes this 
function to Ieadtrs." 
W e  have struck here against something especiafIy interesting. III 
the same report that glorifies the soviets as a guarantee of the self- 
administration of the working class, Dreumig gives a rather dark pic- 
ture of the real German d e t s ,  personified in their wngrm of 1918: 
"No revolutionary parliament in history has revealed itself moie 
timorous, more commonpIacc, meaner, than the revolutionaxy parlia- 
ment here congrtgatd. 
'Where is the great breath of idcdism that dominaed and moved the 
French National Convention? Where is the youthful enthwiasm of 
March 18487 There i s  not a trace of either." 
And though he finds the German "soviets" timorous, limited and 
mem, Dseutnig sceb the key to all the problems raised by the social 
revolution in the delivery of "dl power to the sovie%" AU power 
to the timorous as a means of throwing ou~~tIves boldly beyond the easy 
formula of universal suffrage! A bizarre ~aradox? Oh, no1 The 
paradox hides a very precise significance, which if it still rcmaina in 
the 'lsubco~otrs" for Daeumig, attains conscious expression in P, 
Orlovs$'s formula: "With the aid of the soviet system, State pawer 
#asses into the hands of the Commanuts." Put another wa J-through 
the i n t v d i .  of the soviets, the reoclrrticaary minority sttrrrcs its 
damimtron over the "timorous maiorit~." . - 
Dmmig's observation was ia complete agreement with the facts. 
In the first Pan-German Congress of Soviets, Scheidemam's partisans 
and the soldiers hdd an overwhtlming majority. The wngres smelled 
of timidity and memness of viewpoint. Four and a half years of 
'Mass oollaboration" and "brothcrhd of the trenches" have not failed 
to leave marks both on the worker in overalls and tht worker in military 
d d .  
And just a correct as D d g  were the Bolsheviks in June, 1917, 
when thep threw up their hands in indignation at the dapairing 
narrow-mindedness that dominated the first Pan-Rusian Congress of 
Soviets, though at its head was a politician like Tscretelli, an individual 
who had, to aa exctptional degree, the ability to raise the mass above 
ib everyday level. We, the Internationalists, who had the pieamre 
of bung a tiny minority at this Congress, also ,despaired at  the timidity 
and lack of understanding shown again and again by the immense 
"dm-bog" of the Menshevik and Social-Revolutionary majority in 
the face of stupendom world events and the most weighty political and 
~ a l  problems. We could not understand why the Bolsheviksl who 
showed such great indignation at the spirit dominating the Congres, 
should nevertheIess call for "All power to the soviets f' We r e h d  to 
understand them wen when, in view of the existing situation, they or- 
ganized a demonstration the object of which was to force an asscmbly 
of this character to itself fully of State power. 
I have dready mentioned that the fear of making possible the 
triumph of the "timorous" majority pushed Lenin, after the 3rd of 
Jdy, 1917, to repudiate, as outdated, the dogan: "All power to the 
switts!" We find a German analogy to this in the Spartacist decision 
tb boycott the election to the second (April) Pan-German Congrw 
of Sovitts. 
Thc consequent course of the Russian revolution c u d  k i n  of his 
e n g  "lack of faith." The soviets fulfilled the role expected of them. 
The tising tide of bourgtois revolutionary enthusiasm set in motion 
the worker and peasant masses, washing away their "meanness!' 
Lifted by the wave, the Bolsheviks possessed themselves of the govern- 
ment apparatus. Then tbe role of the insurrectionary element came 
to rra md. The Moor had accomplished his task. The State that 
came into being with the aid of the "Power of the Soviets" became 
the "Soviet Power!' The Communist minority incorporated in this 
State made itself secure, once for always, against a possible return of 
the spirit of "meanness." The idea slowly engendered in the suhcon- 
dous reached its full development in the theory of P. Orlovsky and 
the p d c t  of the &shine Communists. 
Dietatorship as a means of #rotccring the people a&st tb rase- 
tion- mmrowaers of the ~ople--such is the historic point of deprrrt- 
urc of (19th century) revolutionary communism at the timt when the 
worker class, which it claims to represent, begins to see through the 
Iics and hypocrisy of the Liberty prodaimed by capitalhi.' 
Buonarotti, the theoretician of Babcuf's plot of 1796, amdudcd b t  
as soon as State power waa taken over by the communists t h y  would 
find it ntctssary to isolate France from other countrb by an insuper- 
able barrier-in order to preserve the m e s  from bad influmas. NO 
publication, be declard, might appear in France without the a u t h o d -  
tim of the communist pwmment. 
"All socialists, excepting the Fourierists," wrote Weitling in r @* 
"suberibc unanimously to the belief that the form of government called 
democracy doa not suit, and is even prejudicial to, the social organha- 
tion whoe principles are being shaped at this moment." 
Etieane Caber wrote that socialist society could allow, in each dty, 
a rhgic newspaper, which would of course be issued by the govern- 
ment. The paopIt were to be protected against the temptation of st& 
ing the truth in the dash of opinions. 
In ~839, at the political trial devoted to the insurrection led bj 
Blanqui d Barbts, much was made of a communist catechism found 
on the accused. This catechism dcdt among other things with the 
problem of dictatorship : 
"It is unquetionabIe tbat after a rwolution accomp1ished in bebalf 
of our ideas, there will be created a dictatorid power wbose mission it 
will be to direct the rtvoIutionary movement. This dictatorial power 
dl of necessity base itself on the asscut of the armed population, which, 
acting in the general interest, will evidently represent the enlightened 
will of the great majority of the nation. 
"To be s t r o n ~  to act quickly, the dictatorial power will bavc to be 
concentrated in as small a number of persons as posaiblc . . . T o  ua- 
dermine the old society, to destroy it at i~ base, to overthrow the for- 
eign and domestic enemies of the Republic, to preparc thc new founda- 
tions of &a1 organization and, hal lg,  to lead the people from the 
revolutionary government to a regular republican govtmment-suA 
arc *he functions of the dictatorial p m r  and the limits of its duratiou." 
(Bourguia, Le socialimac frangais de 1789 a 1848, PariP, rgra.) 
One may a& if the doctrine of thoae that stand for "power to the 
soviets," in the manner of P. Orlo* and the Kashinc Comm- 
b much different from that of the Parisiarl communists of x 839. 
METAPHYSICAL MATERlALtSM AND DIALECTICAL MATERIAL18 
HE WORKING dass is a product of capitalist society. Its mind 
"The amorphous mass . . . numerous and compact though it be, has 
x From an article by Pouget : UL'organhation et l'action de la ConfCdCration 
P r a m  cwamporaiias, pages 34-36. 
F tarian rn- by the capitalist elas forms dm one of the premises of P. Orlovsky's tonclusions, given in the preceding chapter. This idea flows, without doubt, from a materialist viewpoint. It is 
based on the observation that the thought of man depends on. the matt 
rial mvironment. 
This idea characterized many m'alists and coanmunists, utapian 
and revolutionary, at the end of the 18th century and the k g h b g  
of the 19th. 
We can discover its traces in Robet Owen, Cakt, 'Weidiiag, Blanqui. 
All recognized that the mental enslavement of the masses came f rm 
the material circumstances of their existence in the pitscat 
And dl deduced from this condition that only a radical modification 
of the material circumstances of their existence, only a radical 
formation of society, would render the masses capable of directing thcir 
own destiny. 
But by whom will this transformation be realizad? 
"The wise educators of humanity sprung from the privileged el- 
that is to say, individuals freed from the materid gresdiure weighing 
on the mind of the m a s s c ~ t h c g  wilI do it!" That was the answer 
of the d a l  utopians. 
1 "A revolutionary minority mmpused of men whom a more or less 
accidental combination of arcumstanccs has enabled to save their brains I and will from this p-ure, penom who constitute in our l ~ s i q  m 
exception that prove the dc-they will do it I" This was the mmr 
of revolutionary communists like Weitling and Blmqui, and the con- 
ception of their epigones of the anaicho9yndicdkt type, as Pougct and 
the late Gustave Bed.  
A benevolent dictatorship for wme, a violent dictatorship for the 
others, such is the dew rx  machina that was going to throw up a bridge 
between the social environment producing the mental enslavement of 
the masacs d the social environment that would render possible their 
f ulZ development as human beings.* 
"Man's 4aractcr," wrote Robert: Owm, "b formed by environ- 
*Thus Lenin in his speech on Economic Constwction, March 31, Im: 
"On the 29th of April, 1918 the Central Executive Committee accepted a 
resolution expressing full approval of the hs ic  ideas given in this report and 
instmctd the piaesidium to draft, in tbe form of theses, t h e  basic prob- 
lems of the Soviet Power. Now we are repeating what was approved by 
the Central Executive Committee two ytars ago in an official rwolutionl 
Now we are drawn back to a question that was decided low ago, in a man- 
ner approved of and made clear by the Central Exmutive C?mmi* 
namely, that the Soviet Sorialiat Democracy is  in up irccorrsrrte~lt d t b  
' the rule and dictatorshi@ of one person; that the wrfI of a c h  i s  at h'flws 
bert redbed by a dictator, who ~onetirnes &I1 accom#lisk more by qmel f  
and is freguenfly more m d e d .  At my rate, the principal relation taward 
one person rule t ~ a s  not only explained a lay time ago but was also daeidtd 
by the Central Executiv? Conamittee . . . (Collect#$ Works, volamc 17, 
page 89, 1st Russian edition.)-TmsLtm. 
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ment and tducatim . . . The problem flowing from this is the follow- 
ing: to transform thtse two factors of character in such a manner that 
man will become virtww!' a (The N m  Conception of Society). 
According to Owcn, the task of optfating this transformation fell 
to the legislators, to the philanthropigts, to the pedagogues. 
Whether p a a h  or molutionary, the' utopians were only half 
materialist. They understood only in a mctaphysieaI manner the thesis 
according to which humpi psychology dtpends on the material cnviron- 
mat .  They were hardy amrc  of the dynatntcs of the m i d  p m x s .  
Their materialism was not dkl~ttieal. 
The state of correlation binding a given aspect of tbe social conscious- 
ntss to a given aspect of social life, which b the determining c a w  of 
the former, presented itself in the minds of those people as something 
congcakd, as something immovable. That is why they rtopped being 
materialists and became idealists of the fmt water as soon as they tried 
to find out how it wan n t c t m q  to act praa id ly  in order to modify 
the social milieu and render posible the regeneration of the m s .  
Quite a gomi while ago, in his th- on Fcucrbach, Marx obscrvcd: 
"The materidist doctrine that men are the produrn of conditions 
and cducation, di%ercnt men therefore the products of other conditions 
and chmged education, f o r m  that circumstances may be altered by 
men and that the educator has himself to be educated. This dactrine 
Ieads inevitably to the ideas of a society composed of two distinct por- 
tions, one of which is dwated above mciety (Robert Owen for wt- 
ample) ." 
Applied to the class struggle of the propertyless, this m e w  the fol- 
lowin& Impelled by the same "circumstances" of capitalist sodew - 
that determine their character as an enslaved class, the workers enter 
into a struggle against the society that enslaves them. The p m a  of 
this struggle modifies the social  circumstance^" I t  modifits the 
environment in which the working class moves. This way the work- 
inn: dass modifits its own character. From a ckss refiectina ~assively 
thr m e a d  servitude to which they are subjected, the p m p t ~ ~ ~ e s s  b& 
m e  a clas which frees itself actively from all enslavement, including 
that of the mind. 
This process is not at all  rcctiIinmr. It does not take in homogene- 
ously all the layers of the proletaria& nor all pham of their conscious- 
n m  It will be far from attaining its full development when the 
combination of hbtoric circumstances permits, or obligq the working 
dass to t a r  from the hands of the bowgeoisie the apparatus of politid 
pwer. The workers are condemned to penetrate into the d m  of 
&dim when they still bear a good share of those "vim of the op- 
preawd," the yoke which Lad le  bad so closumtl~ urged them to 
throw off. AS a re~ult of the struggle against capitdim, the prole- 
a T%t quotation is translated from Martov. 
tariat modifies the material milieu surrounding it. It mod if it^ this 
way its own character and cmmcipat~ itself culturally. E x d g  
irs conquered power, the proletariat f m s  itseIf completdy from the 
intcllcctud influtnct of the dd  sodety in  the degree that it r d k t s  
a radical transformation of the material milieu, which io the Iast place 
determines ib character. 
But d y  "hallyl" Only at the end of a long, painful, contradimy 
process, which is analogous to all preceding historic procemea in this 
respect. The social creation assumes its form on tbe a n d  of n d t y ,  
under the imperious pressure of immediate needs. 
The conscious will of the rcvolutiona ry vanguard can appreciably 
a d r a t e  and facilitate this p v .  It can never ma it. 
Some people presume that if a compact rtvolutionary minority, ani- 
mated by the dcsire to establish W i s m ,  w h s  the machinery of gov- 
ernment, and conccauatts in its own hands the means of production 
and distribution and the control of the organization of the ma- and 
thur educ~tion,' it may-ip pursumcc of its socialist ided-mte an 
mvironmenr in which the popular mind will little by lit& be purgcd 
of its old heritage and filed with a new content. Only then, it is 
averred, can the people s m d  erect and m m  by their own strength on 
the r o d  to midism. 
If this utopia could be followed to the end, it would lead to i 
diametrically opposite r d t ,  tho-h we considered it only from the 
angle of Mads observation that the ''educator has h k l f  to 
educated." For the p d c e  of suck a dictatorship, and thc relations 
mablished between the dictatorial minoriq and the maas, "educate" 
the dictators, who may be everything we want than to be but 
cannot direct &a1 evolution toward the construction of a new society. 
We do not need to demonstrate that such an education can only carrupt 
the ma~rcs, that it can only debase them. 
The proletarim dass midered as a whole-we arc using the word 
in its broadest sense, including intellectual workers whose mllabora- 
tion in the direction of the State and the administration of tbe sodaf 
economy is indispensable till tbe contrary becoma trulbis the only 
possible builder of the new society, and it must consequently be the 
only sue-r to the c l a w  that formeriy dominated the functions of 
government. The propertyless will also find it indispensab1c to benefit 
by the active aid, or at least, friendly neutralitp of the non-pmletaxian 
producers, who art still n m m u s  in the city and countryside. T& 
dows from the nature of the soda1 overturn that is is thehistoric ~ W I  
of the proletariat, This change must manifest itself in mig part of 
the life of society. The protetariat will be able to take in b a d  the 
aTh mpprtssion of the @re prys outside of tbt  dcial has ib 
partisans and has even k t n  parttally tried in Europe under the etlplaoniorrr 
label of "s&h.tion of the p r w "  
huge heritage of capitalism, without dilapidating it--it will be able 
to set in motion the gigantic productive forces of capitalism so that the 
result is real mid equality based on the increase of the gcneral well- 
w n l y  by giving proof of the maximum of moral energg it can 
generate. Tht, we repeat, is an unavoidable condition, which is, in 
its turn, subordinated to the greatest possible development of or-d 
initiative on the part of all the elements mmpo&ng the working elm. 
The latter presupposes an atmosphere that is absolutely incompatible 
with the dictatorship of a mino* or with the permanent satellites of 
such a dictatorship : terror and bureaucracy, 
In the course of the f tee construction of the new society, the prole- 
tariat will reeducate itself and eliminate from its character those traits 
that are in contradiction with the great problems it d l  have to solve. 
This will be true about the working dass taken as a whole as well as 
abut each of its component elements. It is evident that the duration 
of this proctss will vary for each of these elements. T o  remain on the 
firm ground of political realty, the political action of the halists  will 
have to reckon with this fact. It wiU have to take into account the 
dow pace of the nemarily progressive adaptation of the entire &s to 
its new milieu. Every attempt at forcing this process artificially is 
certain to yield the opposite results. Many compromises will be found 
absolutely inevitable in order to suit the march of histo~y ta the intel- 
lectual level attained by the different elemcntii within thc working 
dass at the moment of the fall of capitalism. 
But the final goal justifies only those compromises that do not lead 
to mults that are in oppdion  to this goal. Only thm compromises 
are justified which da not bar the road to the goal. For that reason, 
it is impossible to consider too pronounced compromises made either 
with the destructive tendency or with the conservative inertia that 
arc typical of one or another section of the working class. 
A compromise made with the enemy dags is nearly always fatal to 
the revolution. A compromise that guarantees the unity of the d m  
in its struggIe against the enemy can only advance the revolution--in 
the scnse that it opens up wide pmibilities for the spontaneous, direct 
action of the mas. 
True, this result will be obtained at the price of a movement that is 
slower, more sinuous, than the straight line which a minority dictator- 
ship can trace in the task of revolution. But here as in mechanics what 
is lost in distance is made up in sped. The gain is made here by over- 
coming rapidly the inner psychologid obstacles that arise in the way 
of the revolutionary dass and hamper it in its attempt to achieve its 
aims. On the other hand, the straight Sine, pre ferd  by the doctrin- 
air- of the violent revolution because it is shorter, leads in practice to 
the m i m u m  of psychological resistance and that way to the minimum 
creative yield of the social revolution. 
PART TWO 
DECOMPOSITION OR CONQUEST OF THE STATE 
MARX AND THE STATE 
T HE VERY partisans of the "pure soviet system" (an expression cur- rent in Germany) do not themselves realize, as a rule, that the cause 
which is fundamentally served by the methods of contemporary Bol- 
shevism is the organization of a minoritg dictatorship. On the ma- 
trary, they usudly begin by looking around sincerely for political instru- 
ments that might best exprm the genuine will of the majority. They 
arrive at ''sovietism" only after repudiating the instrument of universal 
suffra+cause it does not seem to furnish the d u t i o n  tbtg are 
seeking. 
Psychologically the most characteristic thing about the rush of the 
"extreme Idtists" toward '%ovietimn" is their desire to jump over the 
historic inertia of the rn-s. Dominating their logic, however, is the 
idea that soviets constitute a new, "finally discovered," pditicd mode. 
This, they say, is the speafic instrument of the class rule of the prole- 
tariat, just as the democratic republic is according to them the sptcific 
instrument of the rule of the bourgeoisie. 
The idea that the working class can only come to power by using 
social forms that are absoluteIy &&rent, wen in principle, from those 
assumed by the power of the bourgeoisie, has existed since the dawn 
of the ltevolutionary labor movement. We find it, for example, in the 
fearless propaganda of the immediate predecessors of the Chartist move- 
ment: the construction worker Jam- Morrisson and his friend, the 
weaver James Smith. A t  the time when the advanced workers of the 
period were only beginning to conceive the idea that  there was the 
ntcd of seizing politica1 power and to win universal su- in order 
to accomplish the Iattcr, Smith was already writing in his journal, The 
Crisis, April 12, 1834: 
", . . We shall havc a rd House of Commons. We havc never yet 
had a House of Commons. The ody House of Commons is a House 
of Trades, and that is only beginning to be formed. We s h d  haw 
rr new set of boroughs when thc unions are organized: every trade shdl 
be a borough, and every trade s h d  have a council of representatives 
to conduct its affairs. Our present commoners h o w  nothing of the 
interests of the people, and care not for them . . . The character of the 
Reformed Parliament is now blasted, and like a character of r woman 
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when lost, is not easily recovered. It wiII be replaced with a HOWC 
of Trada." ' 
Morrison wmtc in his publication, Th Pioneer, M a y  31, 1834: 
"The growing power and growing intelligence of the trade unions, 
when properly managed, wiI1 draw into its vortex a l l  the commereid 
interests of the country, and, in so doing, it will become, by its own 
self-acquired importance, a most influential, we might aImost say 
dictatad, part of the body politic. When this happens, we have gained 
a11 that we want: we have gained universal suffrage, for if every m m -  
ber of the d o n  be a constituent, and the Union itself becoming a v i d  
member of the State, it instantly erects itself into a House of Trades 
which must supply the place af the present House of Commons, and 
direct industrid &rs of the cwntig, aceording to the will of the 
trada that compose the associations of industry . . . With us, universal 
suffrage wiIl begin in our lodges, extend to the general union, tmbrace 
the management of trade, and finally swallow up the political papper." 
Substitute Soviet for Union, executive committee ("ispolkom") for 
council of representatives, Soviet Congress for House of Trades, and 
you have a draft of the "Soviet system" tstablishcd on the basis of 
productive cells. 
Xn his poIemic aminst the tradt-union conception of the dictatorship 
of the proletariat, B. O'Brien, who later headed the Chartists, wrote: ". . . UniversaI sufirage dm not signify meddling with politia, but 
the d e  of the people in the State and municipality, a Government 
therefore in favor of the workina man!' @ 
Basing i d f  largely on the experience of the revolutionary labor 
movement in EngIand, the 1848 c o m m u n i H e n t i k  s o c i a l i d  
Marx and Engeh, identified the problem of the conqueet of State power 
by the prolttsriat with that of the orwhation of a rational democracy. 
The Communist Manifesto declared: "We have already seen that 
the first step in the working<las  evolution is raising the proletariat 
to the psition of a ruling class, the conquest of democracy." 
H 
According to k i n  the Manifesto posts the question of the State 
still txtrunely in the abstract and employing ideas and e x p d o n s  
that are quite general" (State and Rcuolution, page 29, Rwim ed.). 
The problem of the co~qucst of State power is prtstnted more wn- 
crettly in The  18th Bruwlllirt. I t s  concretecitation is completed in 
Cfrril War in France, written after the experience of the Paris Com- . 
mune. Ltnin is of the opinion that, in thc course of this development, 
'Quoted by M. Beer in his H u i w  of Brash Sodatism, page 3 5  of 
Gtrnran cd, 
* M. Bttr, p m  266. 
a I& Bar ,  page 266. From Poorman's GrrorPlion, Dee. 7 and 21, 1833. 
Mam has been led precistly to that conception of tbe dictatorship of I the prolemiat which fmmr today the buii of BoWirm.  
In 1853, in Eighteenth Brsmaira, Marx wrote: , 
1 "Every previous revolution has brought the rnachiinety of State to 
a greater perfection instead of braking it up." 
O n  the 12th of April 1871, in a letter to Kugclmann, he formulatad 
his viewpoint on the problem of revolution as follows: 
"If you Iook at the last chapter of my Eighteenth Brurnaire, you 
will see that 1 declare the next attempt of the French Revolution to 
be not merely to hand over, from one set to another, the bureaucratic 
and military machine, as was the case up to now, but to shamr it. 
That is prceisdy the preliminary condition of any real people's revolu- 
tion on the Continent. It is exactly this that constitutes the attempt 
of our heroic- Parisian comradts." 
In this spirit, Mam dedared ( C i d  War in Fronee) that the Corn- 
muae was: "a republic that was not merely to suppress the m o n d c  
form of dasa domination but the dass State i~elf ." 
What was then the Commune? 
It was an attempt to bring about the effective and rational establish- 
ment of a democratic State by destroying the military and bureaucratic 
State apparatus. It was an attempt to mtrrblish a State based entirely 
on the mwtr of the oeode. 
As lo& a~ he spc& oi the destruction of the buqaucracy, the po1ict 
and permanent army, as long as he speaks of the electiveness and recall 
of all officials, of the broadest autonomy possible in local adminisma- 
tion, of the centralhation of dl power in the hands of the pcoprc's 
representatives (thus doing away with the gap between the lcgialative 
and txeeutivc departments of the government, and replacing the "talk- 
ing" parliament with a "wurking institution") ; as long as he spc& of 
a11 of this in his defence of &c Commune, Marx remains faithful to 
the conception of the social revolution he presented in the Communht 
Manifesto, in which the dictatorship of the proletariat is identified 
with the "conquest of democracy," Hc therefore remains quite logical 
with b l f  when in his letter to Kugclmann, quoted aboa, he s t r m  
that the "destruction of the bureaucratic and military machine" is the 
"preliminary mdition of any red people's rcvolution on the Continent" 
(our emphasis.) 
O n  this point, it is interdag to compare the experience gathered by 
Marx and Engels from the wenta of 1848 with the conclusions drawn 
by Hemen. In his Let*$ from France and Italy, Rertzen wrote: 
' W e n  universal suffrage is found donpide the monarchic organi- 
ation of the Statc, when it is found alongside that absurd separatim 
of power so glorified by the partisans of constitutional forms, when it 
is found alongside a religious ~nccption of representation, dongside 
a police centralization of the entire Statc in the hands of a cabhe+ 
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then universal suffrage is an optical illm'on and has about as much vdue 
the quality preached by Christianity. It is not enough to assemble 
once a year, elect a deputy, and then return home to resume the passive 
role of administered subjccw. The entire s a d  hierarchy should be 
based on universal su&agc. The 1 4  community should elect its 
government and the department (province) its own. All proconsuls, 
made sacred by the mystery of ministerial unctioa, ought to be done 
away with. Only then w l l  the people be able to exercise effactively 
a11 their rights a d  prdceed intelligently with the election of their 
representatives to a cmtrd parliament!' The bourgeois republicans, 
quite on the contrary, "wanted to maintain the citiea and municipditics 
in compIcte dependence on the executive pawer and applied the demo- 
cratic idea of universal suffrage to only one civic act!' (Herwen, 
Workr, P a v l e ~  cd., vol. 5, pp. rza-[as). 
In other words, Hertzen, I i h  Marx, denounced the pseudo-demo- 
ctatic bourgeois republic in the name of a republic that was genuinely 
dmocratic. And like Hertzen, Marx rose against univerasl sdragc 
to the extent that it was no more than a deceptive appendix attached 
to the "monarchic organization of the State," a Icgaq of the past. He 
opposed it because he was for a State organization built from top to 
bottom on universal suffrage and the sovereignty of the people. 
Commenting on Marx's idea, Lenin observes (State and Revolution, 
page 367, Russian ed.) : 
"This could be conceived in 1871, when England was still the pat- 
tern of a purely capitalist country, without a military machime and, in 
P larp measure, without a bureaucracy. That is why Marx excluded 
England, where a revolution, even a people's rwolution could b t  
imagined, and was then po@lt, without the preliminary condition of 
the destruction of the State machine since the latter was available, all 
ready, for it!' 
unfortunately, Lenin hurries to paw over this point without reflect- 
ing on all tbe qucstiom pd for us by Marx's mtrictions. 
According to Ltnin, Matx admitted a situation in which the pm- 
ple's revaIution would not need to shatter the available ready State 
machinery. This was the case when the State machinery did not have - 
the military and bureaucratic character typical of thc Continent and 
a d d  therefore be utilized by a real people's revolution. T h e  existence, 
within the framework of capitalism and in spite of the latter, of a 
democratic appmatw of sc t f -admin iE~t io~ ,  which the military and 
bureaucratic machine had not succeeded in crushing, was evidently ex- 
ccptiond. In that mse, according to Mam, the poopIeb revolution 
should simply take pscsion of that apparatus and pcrfect it, thus 
&mg the State form that the revolution could best use for its crea- 
tive pu- 
It is not for nothing that Marx and En& admitted theoretidy 
the possibility of a wcif E socialist revolution in England. This t h e  
retic pssibility rated precisely an the democratic character, capable of 
I 
bung perfected, which the British State presented in their day. 
MU& water has flowed under the bridges since thcn. In England, 
as in the United Stat-, imperialism has forged the "military and 
bureaucratic State d i n e "  the absence of which had constituted, as 
a generd feature, the difference between the politid evoIution of the 
Anglo-Saxon countries and the general type of capitalist Statc. At 
the present timc, it is permissible to doubt if this feature has been 
prtstrved even in the youngest Anglo-Saxon republics : AustraIia 
and New Zedand. 'Today," remark Lcnin with justification, "both 
in Engiand and in America the condition of any r e d  
people's revolution' is the break-up, the shattering of the 'available ready 
machinery of tht State' " * 
The theoretic pmibility has nor revealed i ~ l f  in realitp. But the 
sob fact that he admitttd such a possibility shows us dearly Mam's 
opinion, Ieaving no room for arbitrary interpretation. Wbat Mam 
designated as the "destruction of tbe Statc machine" in Eighteenth 
Brurndre and in his letter to Kugehann was the dtstruction of the 
military and bureaucrutic appmarus that the bourgeois democracy had 
inherited from tbe monarchy and perfected in the prmess of consolidat- 
ing the d e  of the bourgeois clw. There is nothing in Marx's 
reasoning that even suggests the destruction af the State orgunimtion as 
such and the replacement of the State during the revolutionary period, 
that is during the dictatorship of the proletariat, with a social h n d  
formed on a pFiREjale op~osed to  thd  of the State. Mafx and Engels 
foresaw such a substitution onIy at the end of a process of ";i pmgrcs- 
sivc withering away" of the State and d the functions of sceial cam- 
don. They foresaw this atrophy of the State and the futwtions of 
social coercion to be the result of the prolonged &ten= 2: thz  socialist 
dgime. 
It is not for my idle reason that Engels wrote in 1891, in his 
prdotet to Civil Waf in France: 
It is as if Martw, 
actualIy thought that 
up to then in England, 
points west, had been replaced with military-bureaucratic institutioi~s. 
Something as similar is  takcn as an uncontradictable fact by the welI-read 
and right-thinking Soviet citizen of 1938, In M a w s  case, the error is 
not accoutlted for attogether by the post-War blockade of Russia. We 
have already noted that no more than his cornpiriot Lenin did Mart- 
also a product of the Russian revolutionary movcrnc?t--see clearly the 
refation between apitalisrn and popular, *democrptic," pottial mass support 
Yet how much insight into what is really the same problem is  shown 
him in, the immediately preceding 1Gf#tapIOysical Matanolism and Diolectkd 
Mut&h.-Tmlatot. 
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"In reality, the State is  nothing mart than a machine for the op- 
rmion of one cliasa by another, a d  indeed in the democratic repub- 
Pic no la. than in rhc monarchy; and at best an evil inherited by the 
proletariat after its victoxiaus struggle for class suprunacg w b  worst 
sides the proletariat, just li%t the Commune, wiU have at the earliest 
m i b l e  moment to lop d, until such time as a new generation, reared 
u d c r  new and free mial conditions, will bc able to throw on the 
scrap-heap d the uselm lumber of the Statc." 
Isn't this clear enough? The proletariat lops ofF "the worst sides" 
of the democratic State (for example: the poIice, pernocat army, the 
burcaucraey as an independent entity, exaggerated centralization, etc.) 
But it docs not suppress the democratic State as such. On the con- 
trary, it creates the dmocratic State in order to have it replace the 
"military and bureaucratic Statc," which must be shattered. 
"If there is anything about which there can be no doubt it is &at 
our party md the working class can only gain supremaq under a polit- 
ical r&$imc like the democratic republic. The  latter is, indeed, the 
specific fonn of the dictatorship of the proletariat, as has been demoa- 
strated by the French rtuolution." 
That b how Engtls exprcss~s himself in his critique of the draft of 
the Erfurt program. He doa not speak there of a "soviet" republic 
(the term was, of course, unknown), nor of a commune-republic, in 
contrast to the "State." Neither dots he speak of the "trade-union 
republic" imagined by Smith and Morrisson and by the French syndi- 
calists. Clearly and explicitly, Engels speaks of the democratic rt- 
public, that is, of a State democratized from top to bottom, "m evil 
inherited by the proletariat." 
This is stated so clearly, so -licitly, tk when Lenin quotes these 
words, he finds it necessary to obwure their meaning. 
''Engels," he sap, "repeats here in a particularly emphatic form the 
fundamental idea which, like a red thread, runs throughout all Marx's 
work, via, that the Democratic Republic comts nearestP the dictator- 
ship of the proletariat. Fox such a republic, without in the least setting 
aside the domination of capital, and, therefore, the oppregsian of the 
massea and the drrrrs struggle, intitably Itads to such an extension, 
intdfication and development of that struggle that, as soon as the 
chance arises for satisfying the fundamental interests of the oppressed 
maPscs, this chance is realized inevitably and solely in the form of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat, of thc guidanct of t h e  masses by the 
p r o l m * a ~ ' ' ~  
However, Engels docs not speak of a political form that "eomcs 
nearest the dictatorship," as is interpreted by Ltnia in his commentaries. 
TTL version found in one English edition b '%e ncareut jumping-board 
to!'-Tra~I~tor. 
Stotc and Rsvoltlliom, page 66, Chapter IV. 
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'Ht sp& of the only "specific" pol i t id form in which the &~~toahi# 
can be rcalixed. h r d i a g  to Engels, the dictatorship is forgod in the 
democratic rapublie. Win, on the other hmd, w dm- 
as the m e w  of sharpming the class struggle, thw confronting the prole- I tariat with the problem of the distamrship. For Lenin, the demarstk 
rcpubh h d s  its conclusion in rhc dictatorship of the proletariat giv- 
h p  birth m the Latter but dcstmying itself in the dcliveq. EE.& on 
the contrary, is of the opinion that when the proletariat has &ed 
wprcmaq in the dunoc~atic republic and thus r a W  its d h o d p ,  
within the demecratic $#ublic, it will consolidac the latter by that 
very act and invest it, for the first time, with a character that is gen- 
uindy, fundammdly and completely democratic. That is why, in 
J 1848, Engels and Marx identified the act of "raising the prolctoriat 
to a ruling dad' with "the conquat of dtmocraq!' That  is why in 
Tht Civil Wm, Marx hailed, in the experienct of the Commune, 
the total triumph of the principles of people's power: universal, fran- 
chise, electivenes and recall of all offid&. That is why in 1891, in 
his preface to The Civil WIIT, Engels wrote again: 
"Apaiast this udormatiw of the State and the organs of tht State 
from the servants of society into masters of wcicty-a proctas which 
had bcm inevitable in all previous S t a t d e  Commune made use 
of two infallible mpcditats. In the first place, it confided all admink 
trative, judicid and educational fundons to men chosen by universal 
m h q e ,  and it reserved to itself the right of &ling them at any 
time, upon the decision of their electors. In the second place, all offi- 
daIs, high or low, were paid only by wages not surpassing the w a p  
received by other categories of workers." 
Thus, universal su&.;zgc is an "infalIibE cxpcdieat" against the traus- 
formation of the State "from a servant of wcicty into its master." Thus, 
only the State conquered by the proletariat under the form of a basidly 
democratic republic can be a real "servant of d e t y . "  
Is it not plain that when he spcab this way and identifies, at the 
same time, such a democratic republic with the dictatorship of the prole- 
t&, Engels is not employing the latter term to indicate a form of 
government but to designate the social strrrrturc of the State power? 
It was exactly this that is s t r a d  by Kautsky in his Dictartorship of 
U& Proletariat when he says that for Marx such a dictatorship wm no? 
a question "of a form of government but of ita nature." An attunpt 
at any other interpretation leads perforce to the a p p m c e  of a !lag- 
rant contradiction between Mads affirmation that the Paris Com- 
mune was an incarnation of the dictatorship of rhc proletariat and the 
emphasis he laid on the total democraq established by the Paria Corn- 
munards. 
Lenin's t e a  demonstrata that when hc redly permitted himaelf to 
makc contact with the viewpoint of the weatom of &enti& sodalism, 
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he rose above a simplist conception or tne actatomhip of the proletariat, 
and did not then reduce it to dictutorhl f o m  of orgmimtion of   OW^ 
and did not then fasten to tbt term the meaning of a definite "politid 
structure." In the quotation from State and RmoKutian rcprodueed 
above, Lenin puts an equals siga between "dictatorship of the prole- 
tariat" and "the guidance of these mama by the proletariat." 'Che 
equation corresponds entirely to the conaption held by Marx and 
Engel& It is exactly this way that Marx represented the dictatorship 
of the proletariat under the Paris Commune when he wrote "this was 
the first revolution in which the working c l m  was openly acknowl- 
edged as the only class capable of social initiative, wen by the great 
buk of the Parisian middle-cldop-keepers,  tradesmen, merchants 
-the wealthy capitalists done excepted." The voluntary acceptance 
by the great population of the hegemony of the working c l w  e n g a d  
in the struggle against capitalism, forms the essential basis of the "polit- 
ical structure" that is called "dictatorship of the proletariat!' Similarly, 
the voluntary acceptance by the popular masses of the hegemony of the 
bourgeoisie permits us to dtsignate the political structure existing in 
F m m ,  England and the United States as the "dictatorsbip of the 
bourgeoisie." This dictatorship is not done away with when the bour- 
geoisie finds it worth while to offer to thc peasan& and the p m y  bour- 
p i s ,  whom it directs, the appearance of sovereignty, by granting them 
universal suffrage. Similarly, the dictatorship of the proletariat that 
Marx and En& had in mind can only be realized on the basis of the 
sovereignty of all the people and, therefore, only on the bash of the 
widest possible application of universal suffrage.' 
Therefore, when we consider the opinions of Marx and Engels on- 
the dictatorship of the proletariat, on the democratic republic and on 
the "State that is an evil," we arc obliged to arrive at the following 
conclusion : 
'In 1903, as is known, George Plekhanov declared. that when the revolu- 
tionary proletariat has raplizcd its dictatorship, it may fmd it necessary 
to deprive the bourgeoisie of all political rights (inc!uding the rkht to vote). 
However, to Plekhanov this was one of the posab~lities, one of the cont i -  
gtncks, of the dictatorship of the proletariat. In my pamphlet Tke S h g g I e  
Againri Marfhl Lonu m'thin the Social-Demomtic Labor Party of Rlusio, 
T tried to interpret Plekhanov's words as presenting an example admissibI# only 
in logical ob~traclioti and therefore used by him to illustrate the thesis: "The 
safety of the revolution i s  the slrpreme law and takes precedence over any 
other considet-ation." I expressed the belief that Plelchanov himself grobabb 
did not presume th~t, after they .had acquired p w e r ,  the prolekriat of countries 
that were economically ripe for soEialkrn could 6nd thtmselves in a situation 
where it was not possible for them to support themselves on the willing 
acceptance of their direction by the people but, on the contrary, had to dtny 
to the bour~eois minority. bv fnrce. the exercise of political rights. In a 
private conversation with me, Plekhanov objected to my putting su& an 
tnttrprctation an his words. X understood then that his conception of the 
dictatorshb of the proletariat was not free of a certain kinship with the 
Sacobis dactatorship by a rcuoluh'onury W M ' H ~ ~ Y .  
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To Marx and Engels, the problem of the taking of politid powtr 
by the proletariat is bound up with the destruction of the bureaucratic- 
military rnache, which rulcs thc bourgeois State in spite of the &- 
encc of dunmatic parliamentarim. 
T o  Marx and Engels, the problem of the dictatorship of the p r o b  
tariat is bound to the establishment of a State based on sincere and 
total democracy, on universal &age, on the widmt Iocal pelf-adminis- 
tration, and has, as its coroLlary, the existence of the e&ctive hegemony 
of the proletariat over the majariry of the population. 
In that regard, Marx and Engefs continue and extend the political 
tradition of the Mountain of 1793 and the Chartists of the O'Britn School. 
It is m e ,  however, that it is possible to discover in the worh of 
Mam and EngcIs the traces of other ideas. These appear to o&r 
ground to theses according rn which the forms, and evcn institutions, 
that may embody the political power of the proletariat, take on aa 
essmtially new character, op@ in principle to the forms and institu- 
tions that embody the paliticd power of the bourgeoisie, and o p w d  
in principle to tht State as such. 
These idtas belong to a special cyde and merit a 'separate study. We 
shall deal with them in the following chapter. 
THE COMMUNE OF I871 
W HEN HE considered the Commune in hi writings, M a x  a d d  not merely present his views on the dictatorship of the proletariat. 
The uprising had many enemies. The first thing to be done was to 
defend the Commune against the calumny of its enemies. I t  was nat- 
urd for this circumstana to influence Marx's manner of dealing with 
the slogans and ideas of the movement that produd  the even& of 
March 1871. 
Becausc the revolutionary explosion which led to the seizure of Paris 
by the armed people on March I 8, 1871 was the e x p d o n  of a fierce 
class struggle, it also provoked a conflict between the democratic- 
republican population of the large city and the conservative population 
of the provinocs, cspecidy that of the rural districts, 
During the preceding two decades, the "backward" peasantry of 
France helped to crush r m l u t i o n a ~  and republican Paris by support- 
ing the extreme bureaucratic centralism of the Second Empire As a 
r d t  of this, the molt of the Parisian demoeraq against the n a t i d  
represurtatives sitting at Versailles, appeared at first as a struggle for 
munitipai m f  onomy.'* 
This circumstance gained for the Commune the sympathy of many 
"The 18th of March to& the aspect of a rebtllicw ofr Paris against pro- 
vincial oppression," writes Paul Louis. the historian of Fiend socialism. 
Histoire du s o & l h e  fra~rriP, 2nd ed.. page 3W 
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bourgeois radicals, people who were for administrative decentrdiza- 
tion and wide local autonomy. For wmc time, this ~ c t  of tbe Paris 
Commune of 1871 hid the rtd nature and historic meaning of their 
movement even from the most outstanding Commuaards. 
In his book of recolkctions of the International, the anarchist W- 
Iaumt tdIs how immediateIy after the outbreak of the revolt, the Jura 
Federation sent their delegate Jacquadt to Paris, in order to learn 
what would be the best way of he1ping the uprising, which the Jurw 
Jans considered to be 'the beginning of a universal social revolution. 
Great was the surprise of the men of Jum when their delegate returned 
with a report of the total I& of understanding shown by E. Vadin, 
the most influential of the "iefti' militants among the French Interaa- 
tionalisu. According to Varlin, it appears, the uprising had a purely 
local aim-the conquest of municipal liberties for Paris. According 
to Varlin, the conquest of these liberties was not expected to have any 
social and revolutionary repercussions in the rest of Europe. (L.'Inter- 
nationale, Souvenirs, vd. 11, page 133.) 
It  is understood that this could have been said only during the first 
days of the Commune. Swn the historic scope of their revolution 
started to become visible to the Paris proletariat. It is nevertheless 
true that the Commune never completely freed itself from the bour- 
geois conceptions that wanted to limit its aims to questions of municipd 
autonomy. 
It is this lack of ideoloeical clarity in the Communards' minds that 
Marx later attacked ia ;letter to ~u~elrnann.  In this letter, Mafx 
mentions a demonstration staged against him by the Communard 
refugees in London, and takes the masion to recall that it was he, 
however, who had "saved the  honor" of the revolution of I 871. Marx 
"saved the honor" of the Commune by revealing its hiitoric meaning, 
a meaning that the Cornmunard combatants themselvw were unaware of. 
But the Commune was inffucnccd by other ideologicdl beside that of 
bourgeois radicalism. It: also bore the imprint of Anarchist Proud- 
honism and Hibettian Blanquism, the two tcndtncies that k d  in tbe 
general French working dass movement. The rtprmeatativts of these 
currents of thought sought in the Paris Commune a content that waa 
diametricalIy opposed to that which the democratic bourgeoisie wanted 
to put into it. The semb1anee of identity bmvten the social revolu- 
tionary and the bourgeois radical viewpoints was ody duc to the fact 
that both took a common stand against the bureaucratic and e e n t r a b  
ing leanings of the State apparatus left by the Second Empirc. 
During the last few years before the Commune, the French Blan- 
quists managed to make m e  contact with the working people of their 
wunm. They partidy passed beyond the bourgeoh Jacobinism under 
whose influenu (and the influence of the B h u f  school) they grew 
up. While they did not etast to draw their political inspiration from 
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the h i t -  of the 18th cmtury revolution, the most active repraPea- 
tativcs of BImquism became more cirmmspect in regard to the Jmbh 
forms of dcmmracy and revolutionary dictatorship. They tried to fiad 
for the proletarian movement of their time an ideological euppofi in 
the rrvolutiwrary trditim of the ''Hkbtrtk~," the txtreme Left of 
the sans-crrlorre of the French RewIutba. 
In 1793-1794 Hebcrt and his padsans found support among the 
r a l  s a ~ u I o i r a  of the Parisian faubourp, whose vague d a l  and 
rewlutianary h o p  they tried to mbtrprct. By means of this support, 
the Hhbertists tstraw t~ turn the faris Commune into an instrument 
by which they might a r t  pressure on the central government. 
Making use d the direct help of the mod populace, the H&rtists 
wanted to transform the Paris Commune of 1794 into a center 
possessing total rtvolutionary power. As long as Robespierre had 
not as yet reduced it to the level of a subordinate administrative 
mechanism (and he did that by crushing the Hiberrim and seading 
their chiefs to the guillotine), the Commune of 1794 d l y  represented 
the active revolutionary elemenb among the Paridan sms-c11€oits, by 
whom it had been ch-. Up to then, it incarnated the instinctive 
desire of the masm of the city p r  to impose their dictatorship on 
rural and provincial France with its backward political ~,ctmetption&~" 
The Cwunune, as the iastrumglt of tbe revolutionary will and the 
direct rewlutionarg action of the p~pertyIess masses, contrasted tq 
the democratic State, became the political ided of rhe young Blmquists 
during tbc latter years of the Second Empire." 
lrIt is to Hdbert's Commune of Paris and that of Lyon that btlow the 
credit of initiating the extreme acts of politid terror (the Scptcmk execu- 
tims, the urpulsion of the Girondins from the Convention) and the measures 
of "conatmers' commuaism" by whih the cities, deprived of rwourcq at- 
tempted to force the petty bourgeoisie of the villages and the outlying ovrnccr 
to provide them with fwdstuffs. It is  in the Communes of &is and 
Lyon where, t h e  e x p e d i h s  of the warm of pronsioning" started. Thew 
were mmmtmd the wcommlttoes of poo? for the purpose of appro ria- * from the ~ n t r m p o n ~ y  %uk&,'' whom the jargon of the called 
'krtstmrafs" The two Comrnunts of the French Revolution imposed con- 
trib~tians on the bourgeois and "took charge" of the stocks of commodities 
produced by industry during the preceding years (especially st Lyon). From 
these organinations emanated the requisition of residwces, the forcible at- 
tempts to lodge the pmr in house8 considered tm large for their occu , 
and other equalitarian measures. If in tkrdr quest for historic an a$nm o g k ,  
M n .  Trotaky and Radek had shown a gre&er ka~ppledgc of tbe past, they 
d d  not have trim& to tic tk gmcalo of .the Soneta to the Corm+ne of 
1Wl but to the Pans Commune of 1793-g which was a center of revolntlo- 
mergy and power very dmiIar to the idittition of their owa t h e .  
Is In his letter to Marx, Jttly 6, 1869, ( C o m ~ p o ~ d e ~ ~ ,  v d  IV pge 1751, 
Engels mentiom Tridon's pamphlet, Lm Hbberfrstta, in whicb the author 
prfmfs  *$ arguments of that wing of Bland-:  
?t IS ndicrrl?us to suppose that the dtcktomhrp of Paria over Franc* 
tbe rock on wbich the first r w o l v i i o ~  rn wrecks- 3-4 h @d 
and mset a dfferPlt fat&* 
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In the course of the Revdution of March 18, another p d i t i d  trtnd, 
that of the Anarcho-Proudhoniaas, became visible. It moved dongside 
the "Hebettian" current, at times mingling with it. 
Both tendcnciw saw in tbc "commune" a Icvcr of revoIution. But 
to the Proudhonians, the commune did not appear to be a and 
gpecifically revolutionary, orpization that, pitted against the just as 
political, and more or less demactatic, State, was to obtain the efFadtiv~ 
submiwion of the latter by meam of tht dictatomhip of Paris over 
France. They opposed every form of the State as an "artificial"-that 
is, political-uping, established on the basis of the subordination of 
the citizenry to an apparatus, even under the fallacious g u k  of popu- 
lar reprwntation. The "commune" they had in mind was the 'Inat- 
ural" soda1 organization of producers. 
According to their outlook, the commune was not merely to rise 
above the State, or subject the latter to its dictatorship. It was also to 
s e p m e  Itself from the State, and invite a l l  the 36,- communes 
(cities and villages) of France to proceed the game way, thus deurm- 
posing the State and substituting for it a free federation of communes. 
"What dots Paris want? asked La Commune on Ap~d 19, and it 
answered its own question as fallows: 
"The extension of the absolute autonomy of the Commune to all the 
lacalitica of France, assuring to each its rights, to every Frenchmen 
the complete exercise of his faculties and aptitudes as a human being, 
citizen and worker. 
"The autonomy of the Commune will be limited to the right of equal 
autonomy of all the communes participating in the pact. Such an as- 
sociation will assure French unity!' 
Logically flowing from this stand was a fcdcr~~list program in tht 
Proudhon-Bakuninist spirit, recognizing a voluntary and elastic pact 
as the only tic between the communes and cxduding the complicated 
apparatus of a general Statc administration. The Cornmunards were 
quite pleased when they were nicknamed "Federdists." 
"On the 18th of March," wrote the Bakuninist Arthur Arnoult, a 
member of the Commune (Po$ular Hwtory of the Commune, page 
z43), "the people declared that it was necessary to escape the vicious 
circle, that it was ~~~ry to destroy the evil in the egg that the thing 
to be done was not merely to change masters, but no longer to have 
any. In a miraculous recognition of the truth, seeking to reach the 
goal by aII the rods leading to it, the people proclaimed the autonomy 
of the Commune and a federation of communes. ". . . For the first time, we were to interpret thc real rule, the just 
and normal laws, which assure the true independence of the individual 
and the communal or corporative group, and to effect a bond between 
the variow homopncous group in^, so that they might enjoy, at the 
same time, union, in which there is strength, . . . and autonomy, which 
is indispensable to . . . the infinite development of dl the oxigid apaC;- 
ties and q d i t i m  of production and ~ r o g r e a "  
This communal federalism appeared to the Anarcho-Pmudhonians 
to be the orgsmimtim in whieh the economic rtlation of the producers 
would find their dirsct cxprcssion. 
"Each autonmou grouping," continuts Amoodt, " w m m d  ox 
corporative, depending on a ~ t a n e e s ,  will have to solve, within ib 
oivn framework thc d question, that is, the problem of property, 
the dation between labor and capitd, etc. 
Note the restriction: " m u a a l  or corporative, dcpendhg on cir- 
crrmstanccs." The viewpoint of the Federalist-Communzud approachts 
quite c l d y  to the outlook which, in 1833, led Morrisson and Smith 
to their formula of a "House of Trades;" which at the kginning of 
the twentieth century, gave rise to the doctrine of Georgcs Sotel, Ed- / ' mond Berth, Di Leone and others, on the replacement of the "artificial" 
1 subdivisions existing in the mdtm State by a federation of "natural" 
1. corporative (mpational) ceb; and which, in 1917-19x9, created tht ' 
i' oonception of the "sovict system.'' I t  Communal groupings," wmmcnts Amoult Iater, "cormpond to 
I the ancient political or&tion. The corporative grouping corre- 
sponds to the sochi orgmiatiabH (Our emphasis.) Thus the 
communal organization was to serve aa a trmition between the State 
and the ' 4 c o r ~ r u t i ~ t "  federation. 
. This oppit ion of a "political" organization to a "social*' o r w s -  
tion pr-a that the "htruction of the State machine$' by tbe 
proletariat wil l  immediately recsmblish among the producers "mmrrsIy' 
relations, which supposadly a only manifest themselves outside 
of poEticd norms and institutions. This contrast underlay the &d- 
rtvolutionary tendencies that were in favor among the Commuarrrds. 
"Everything that the socialists stand for, and which they wil l  not be 
able to obtain from a strong and centralid power, no matter Bow 
krnmatic, without formibbh convulsions, without a ruinous, gainful 
and cruel struggle-they will get id an orderly manner, with certainty, 
and without viol-, through the simple dedopmcnt of the communal 
prineipIe of free grouping and faderation." 
'The solution of thcse problernil can belong only to the corporative 
and productive groupiwg, united by federative ties, and therefore fm 
from governmental and a d m i i t r a t i d  other words, political (our 
emphasis) -- shades, which tifl now bave maintained, by opprcs- 
don, the antagonism htwten capital and labor, subjecting the l a m  
to the first." (IhirJem, page 250, Russian trawlation.) 
That is how t& most a h c e d  of the Cammunarkhe ambatam 
who were c l e  to the dal-revolutionary e lm movement of the 
French proletariat of the timboonctivcd the substance and scope of 
the Colgmunc of 1871. 
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Charlta Seignoh is obviously wrong when he stat- (in I& note on 
the Commune, found in the History of the aotk Century by L a d  
and Rambaud) that thc revoIutionaries renounced their initid a h 3  
the seizure of power in Fraacc-md rallied ta the cause of the autonmn- 
ow commune of Paris, because they found themselves isalated from thF 
ra t  of France and had to psrae to the defensive. Tbe Iatter circumstance 
merely helped the triumph of the Anarcho-Federalist ideas in the d* 
wlopmcnt of the Commune. If in the program of the Communards, 
the Hgbtrtisl: conception of the Commune as the dictator of France 
ceded ground to thc Proudhonian idea of an apolitical federation, it h 
baeausc the dass character of the struggle ktween Paris and V e d c ~  
came out in the open. At that time, the clas  consciousnw of the prole- 
tarians in the small industries of Paris gravitated cntirtly around the 
Idtologid opposition of a "natural" union of producers within d e t y  
to the "artifida2" unification of the producers within the State. W e  
have seen how, at the beginning, Varlin prmnted the Commune as a 
thing of pure democratic radicalism. In its proclamation of Match 23, 
I 871, the Paris section of the International d d m d  that- 
"The independence of the Commune is the guarantee of a contract 
whose freely debated clauses wi11 do away with class antagonism 
and assure social equaliw-" This means the following. After the State 
and the power of constraint exercised by the Stare had collapsed, it 
becomes possible to create a simple "natural" social bond among the 
members of socictv-a bond based on their economic interdenendence 
And it is preciself the commune that is datined to bmome the frame- 
work within the limits of which this bond can be realized. 
"WE have demanded the emancipation of the workers," con4nues 
the proclamation, %nd the communal delegation is tbe guarantee of 
this emancipation. For it will provide every citizen with the meam 
of defending hb rights, of controlling c&ct idy  the acts of the man- 
datories charged with the administration of his interestsl and of deter- 
mining the progressive application of social reforms." 
It is easily seen that for the Anarchist idea of a commune of labof 
that is, a union of producers, as contrasted to a union of citizens within 
the Starc--thc proclamation discreetly substitutes the idea of a political 
mmmunc, the prototype of the modern State, a State microcm, inside 
of which the representation of inter- and the satisfaction of social 
ntads h e  specialized functions, just as (though certainly in a more 
rudimentary form) in the complicated mechanism of the modern State. 
P. Lawov understood this quite well. Hc thus notes in his bovk on the 
Commune (P. Lamv:  The Pmis Commu~rt, page 130, Rw. ed.) : 
"In the course of the 19th century, the unity of communal interests 
disappeared entirely before the increased struggle of claws. As a mord 
entity, the commune did not c&t at all (emphasis by Lavrov). In 
each commune (municipality) the irreducible camps of the proletariat 
and thc big bourgeoisie f a d  each other, and rhe struggle was fu&r 
wmp1icatcd by the presence of many groups of the d i  bourgeoisie. 
For a morntat, Paris was united by a common emotion: irritation with 
the Bordeaux and Venraillm Asercmblica But a pasing motion cannot 
be the basis of a political dgime" 
He adds (p. 167) : 
"The e&aivt autonomous basis of the r&me, to which the m i a l  
revoIution wil1 lead, is not at dl the politid commune, whicb admits 
inequality, the promiacuity of the parasites and laborers, ctc. It in 
formed rather by a conjointly res~onsibir grouping of workers of every 
End, rdicd to the program of the social revdntion" (our emphasis). 
P. Lavrov speaks clearly of a "confusion of two notions: r.  tbc au- 
tonomous political commune (municipality), the ideal of the Middle 
Ages, in the struggle for which the bourgeoisie solidified iteelf and 
grew strong during the first st- of its histow; and a. the autonwnous 
commune of the proletariat, which is to appear after the economic vie 
tory of the ~roletariat over ib cnemia, after the mtablishmenr, w i t h  
the community, of a h a 1  solidarity that is inmuivable  as long as 
the economic exploitation of labor by capital eontiauw, and, theref ore, 
as long aa class hatred within cach ccuumuniw is inevitable. When we 
analy* the demands of communal autonomy, as they were generally 
formulated in the course of the struggh in qutstion, we may ask what 
relation could the unquestioned socialists of the Paris Commune see 
bemen the fundamental problem of s o e i a l i ~ t h e  struggle of labor 
against c a p i t a l 4  the dogan of the 'free commune' which they in- 
scribed on thdr flq?" 
Tbe paradox indicated by L a v m  consists of thc following: 
The very &bility of the process of transforming the capit* 
order into a socialist order is subordinated to the existence of a &d 
form whost mould, we believe, can only be furnished by a more or l a  
developed socialist economy. This confusion is typical of the Anarch- 
ists. If it is obvious that the destruction of the basis of private e m -  
m y ,  the transformation of the whole n a t d  economy into socialist 
economy, will do away with the need of having an orpaization rise 
above tbe producer in the shape of the Starethe  Anarchim deduce 
from this that "the destruction of the State, its "decomposition" into 
alls, into "commun~'* is a prerequisite condition for the social tram- 
formation itself. There existed in the idcolqgy of the Communards 
a juxtaposition of Proudhonian, H4bertist and bourgcobautonomh 
notions. So that in their discussions, they p a d  with the greatcat of 
case from the pol i t id "commune"+ territorial unit created by the 
preceding evolution of bowgcois dcry-m the "corporative" commune 
--the free d a t i o n  of workrs, which we may himag wilI will th 
aodd grouping whm a &kt order has been achicyed and the d- 
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lcctive effort of one or two generations will have rendered p w i b l ~  
"the progressive atrophy of the State" as predicted by Engekl8 
The interesting utP0s;tion made Duaoycr, one of the witnesses who 
appeared before the inquest c o d o n  appointed by tht V t r d l ~ ~  
National Assembly after the fall of the Commune (quoted by bvrov 
ia his Pa& Commune, page r66), -ES the following conclusion: 
The "communalist" ideas, as they were concuved in the  minds of 
the workers, merely represented sn attempt to transplant into the smc- 
turt of society the forms of their own combat organization. 
"In 1871, the grouping of the workers w i t h  rhe Internatid by 
d o n s  and federations of sections was one of the elements that con- 
tnluted toward the spread of the commune idea in France." The In- 
ternational "-d a ready made orpication, where the word 
'Commune' stood for the word ' S d o n '  and the federation 3 com- 
munca was nothing else than the federation of dons! '  
Compare this statemeat with the citations that we made, in the pre- 
ceding chapter, from the writings of the Engliah trade-unionists of 
I 830, whose program d e d  for the rcpIaccmeat of the parliamentary 
bourgeois State with a "Federation of Trada." Let us recall the ma- 
logous rheses of the French syndidigts in the 20th century. And let 
us not forget &at in our the, working peopIc take to "the idea of the 
wviets" after knowing thm as combat organizations formed in the 
process of the dm struggh at a sharp revolutionary stage. 
In all the "commune" theses we discover one recurring point. It 
consists in spurning the  "State" as the in~trument of the revolutionary 
transformation of society in the direction of socialism. O n  the other 
hand, Marxism, as it deveIopd since 1848, is characterized especially 
by the following: 
In accordance with the tradition of Babeuf and Blanqui, Mamism 
"We find today (1918-1919) among the Bdshwiks in Russia, and in 
Western Europe, the same confusion, with their specific "politiml form" that 
is supposed to accomplish the social emancipation of the proletariat. Also 
for these people, the question is said to be one of replac* the territorial 
organization of the State with unions of producers. Indeed, at first that was 
described to be the essence of the republic of soviets. This substituticn i s  
presented to us, at tbe same time, 1. as the natural result of the functioning 
of an achievtd socialist r*me and 2 as the prerequisite condition necessary 
for the realization of the social revolution itsdf. The confusion ove~flows 
all boundaries when an aitempt is made 20 remedy it by resorting to the new 
notion of a "Soviet State." The latter i s  supposed to incarnate the organized 
violtnce of the pmletariat and, in that capacity, prepare the ground for the 
"withering away" of a11 foms of the State, But at the same timt, it is, in 
principle, supgosed to be oppwd to the State as such. The Paris Cornmunards 
reasoned the same way. They permitted themselves to imgine hat  the 
Commune-State of 1871 was something whose very principle was the opposite 
of any form of the State, while, in reality, it reprtsmtod a simplified modern 
demmratic State functioning in the mannct of the Swiss canton. 
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rtcognizcs the State (naturally after its conquest by the proletariat) 
the principal lever of this transformation. That is why already in the 
b ' s  tbe Anarchists and Proudboniaas denound M m  and Engels aa 
was the attitude talrca by Maux and Engeh toward the 
wr icncc  provided by the Paris Commune, when the p m l h a t  tried 
for the firsr time to r e a h  a socialist "dictatorship?" 
MARX AND THE COMMUNE 
HE PROUDHONISTS and the Anarehises were not g r d ~  
y of economics. They had a naive, almost 
would follow the wizure of tht means 
of production by the working class. They did not r d k  that m p i t d h  
has created, for the concentration of the m e a s  of production a d  
distribution, so huge an apparatus, that in order to lay hold of 
means, the working class would require & d v e  administrative ma- 
chine y extending over the entire economic damin that was prwiously 
ruled by capital, They had no idea of the immmaars and ~ompltxity 
of the transformation that would come as a result of a mid revolution. 
And only because they did not understand all thest thin@ was it 
possible for them to think of the autonomous "eommm" - id 
based on "auto~omous" productive unit8 - as h e  Iever of such a 
transformation. 
Marx was well aware of the preponderant role played by Anat& 
Proudhonism in the mov-cment that brought forth the Paris Commune. 
In a letter to Engels (June 30, r866), he refers ironically to "Proud- 
honian Stirnerianism," which is indined to "decompose everything into 
~p that are expccted to come tos~thtx again 
, but of course, not in the State." ( C O W I S ~ O ~ U R C ~ ,  
In 1871, however, Marx faced the task of defending the Paria 
Commune against its enemies, who were drowning it in b b d .  He 
faced the task of ju~tifying, in the shape of the Commune, the hat 
attempt of the proletariat to 6 power. If the Paris Commune 
had not been crushed by exterior force, thig &rt would haw led 
the workers beyond its first aims and shattered the narrow idtologicaI 
bounds that r e p d  i?s Piglor and denatured its content. 
We can, therefore, understand why in his apology of 'the Commune, 
Marx mdd not even pose the question whether the realization of &at- 
ism is conceivable within the f m m m k  of autonomaus, dty and n d ,  
communes. In facc of &e existing division of tabor, economic eea- 
tralization and the degree of development of the powerful mean8 of 
prduction already attained at that t i m ~ e r e l y  to the guey 
tim would haw been tantamount to a catcgoric rejection of the ddm 
that the autonomous commune a u l d  "solve the s d  qudon." 
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We can understand why Marx avoided the quation whether a Fed- 
trdist union of communes could mure systematic social production on 
.the scale customa y to the preceding capitdim. We can understand why 
Mam toucbes only Iightly on one of the mat  serious probIems of 
the social revolution : the rthtionship between the city and the country, 
and merely dcdarcs, without any supporting evidence, that "the Cwn- 
munal Constitution (organization) would bring the mral producers 
under the intellectual lead of the central towns of their districts, and 
there secure to them, in the w o r b g  man, the natural defendem of 
their inter-&." But would it be pclgsible to hold the ha l i s t  economy 
in the framework of a federation of autonomous communes while this 
federation permitted the economic direction of the county by the city? 
M a n  could permit himself to "adjourn" a11 these qutstions. He 
could assume that such problems would automatically find their solu- 
tion in the process of the sacid revoIution and would, at the same 
time, cast out the harcho-Communalist illusions that prevailed in 
the minds of the workers at the beginning. 
But Mam did not merely remain silent on such contradictions of 
the Paris Commune. It is undeniable that he attempted to d v e  them 
by recogrhhg thc Commune as "the finally discovered political form, 
permitting the economic emancipation of labr,"' and thus contradicted 
his own principle, that the Icver of the gocia1 revolution can only be 
the conquest of State power. 
"The Communal Constitution," declared Marx, '%odd have re- 
stored to the &a1 body the form hitherto abrbed by the parasite 
feeding upon and clogging the free movement of society." (CiuiI 
W m  in France.) 
"The very existence of the Commune, as a matter of course, led 
to locd municipal libtrty but no longer as a counter-weight against 
the power of the State, which t h c e f o m a r d  became usclass." (Our 
empha!Jis.) 
Thus, the "destruction of the bureaucratic and military machine" 
of the State, dealt with in Mam's letter to Kugelmann, changed im- 
perceptibly and came to stand for the suppression of dl State power, 
of any apparatus of campulsion in the service of the mid administfa- 
tion. The destruction of the "power of the modern State," the Con- 
tinatal type of State, became the destruction of the State as such. 
Are we in the presence of an intentional lack of precision, enabling 
Mam to gloss over, in silence, the weak points o'f the Paris Commune 
at a moment when the Commune was being txampld by triumphant 
reaction? Or did the mighty surge of the revolutionary proletariat of ' 
Paris, set in motion undm the flag of the Commune, render acceptable 
to Marx certain idwr of Proudhonian origin? No matter what is 
the ease, it is true that Bakounin and his friends concluded that in 
bis Civil War in France, Marx approved of the mid revdutionolxy 
path traced by thcm. So that in his memoirs, James Guillaumt 
(Guillaumt: The I ~ t c r a a t i o d ,  Vol. I r ,  p. 191) observa~ with  ti^ 
faction that in its appreciation of the Commune the General h m d l  
of the International (under whose auspiw Civil War was published) 
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adopted in full the viewpoint of the Federalists. h d  Bakounin an- 
nounced triumphantly: "The Communalist revolution had so mighty 
an effact that despite their l h c  and real inclinations, the Maw+ 
with all their ideas ovtrthrowa by the Commune-were obliged to 
bow before the insumdon and appropriate its aims and program." 
Such statements are not free from exaggeration. But they contain a 
grain of truth. 
It is thtse, not wry prarise, opmions of Marx on the destruction of 
the State by a proletarian insurrection and the creation of the Com- 
mune that Lenin recogdm as tbe h i s  of the new swial-revolutionary 
doctrine he p-a to reveal. O n  the top of these opinions of M-, 
Lcnin raises the Anarcho-Syndicalist canvas, picturing the dtstruction 
of the State as the im*dktt result of the conquest of the dictatorship 
by the #rolct&t, md rcplBcing the S t r c  with that '%ally discovered 
political form," which iD 1871 was embodied in the Commtme and 
k represented today by the "~vitts"--~lina "thc Russian revolutions 
of 1905 and 1917, in di&rent surroundings and under different ur- 
~ t a n c s ,  have been continuing thc work of the Commune and have 
been confirming Marx's malysk of history." (State and Rcuobtion, 
page 53, h a i =  =I 
Already in 1899, in his wel~-known Principles of SoEialism, Eduard 
Bernstein obsemd that in the Civil War Mnrx appears to have taken 
a step toward Proudhon. "In spite of all points of difference that 
existed between Man and the 'petty bourgeois' Proudhon, it is never- 
theless true that on this qmtion thcir currenm of thought resemble 
. each other as closely as possible." Bemein's words throw hain 
into a great fit of angtr. "Monstrous! Ridiculous1 Renegade!" screams 
Lcnin at Bernstein, and he takes the opportunity to revile Plelthanov 
and KauEBLy for not correcting "this pervision of Marx by Bernstein" 
I in their polemics against Bcrnstein's book1' 
C 
But Lcnh could havt attacked on the same count the "Spartacist" 
Frane Mehring, unquestionably the k t  student and commentator of 
Mam. In his Karl Mum: The History of His Lif~ (Lcipeig, 1g18), 
Mehring dedarcs explicitly, I d n g  no room for doubt : 
"As ingenious as were some of Marx's arguments (on the Com- 
i mune), they wmr to a certain extent, in contradiction with the con- s, ceptions championed By M a r x  and Engels for a qrrartcr of a clmtury p d  predoubly formulafcd by them in the Communist Manif crto. 
l4 Of course, Lmin, tm, wrote a grcat deal on t h ~  subject of E d ~ d  
Bcmntcin's book, without kking the trouble of correcting that "pervedon." 
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"Amording to thtse conceptions, the decomposition of the politid 
organization referred to as the 'State' evidently belonp among the 
find acmmplishmenta of the coming proletarian revolution. It will 
be a pmpessive decompositiom. That organization has dwap had as 
i& principal purpose to assure, with the aid of the armed forces, tht 
economic opprmion of the working majority by a privileged minoritp- 
T h e  disappearance of the privileged minority will do away with the 
need of the armed force of oppression, that is, State power. But at 
the same rime Marx and Engels emphasized that ia order to achieve 
this-as wdl a9 other, even more important, resul-the working CIW 
will first havc to passess itself of the organized political power of 
the  State and use it for the purpose of mshing the resistance of the 
capitalists md recreating society on a new basis. I t  L difficult t o  
ntconeilc the Gmerul Council's lavish praise of the Pads Commune, 
for hmnbg commencrd by destroying the pmasitic State, with the 
conceptions presented in the Communist Manif este." (Pw 460. 
Our emphasis.) 
And Mebring adds: "One can easily gue~s that Bakounin's disciples 
have utilized the addrescl of the General Council in thcir awn fashion." 
Mebring is of the opinion that Marx and Engels clearly saw the 
contradiction existing betwem the thests pmnted in the Cid War 
and their previous way of N n g  the problem as a question of the 
conquest of State power. IEe writes: 'Thus, when, after Marx's 
death, Engels had the measion to combat the Anarehist tendencies 
he, for his part at Ieast, repudiated these reservations and resumed 
integrally the old conceptions found in the Manifesto!' 
What art the "old conceptions found in the Manifesto?" They. 
are the following : 
I.  The working clasa wbar the State machinery forged by the 
bourgaoisie. 
2. It democratizes this machinery from top to bomom. (See the 
immediate mwures which, actofding to the Mmifest~, the 
of that time wodd havc had to enact when it seized power.) It thus 
transforms the machinery formerly used by the minority for the 
oppraion of the majority into a machine of constraint cm&d by 
the majority over the minwitg, with a view of freeing the majoritg 
from the gokc of social inequality. That means, as Marx wrote in 
I $gay not merely ''to seize the a i l  J l e  ready machiintry of the State" 
of the burcaucratiq police and military type, but to ~hattm that macbtrc 
in order to construct a new one on the bash of the self-administration 
of the people guided by the proletariat. 
Xlenin put to his use the inexact formulac found in Chit W m  in 
Frank. These formdac were suGcicntly motivated by the immediate 
n d  of the Gmcrd Council to defend the Commune (directed by the 
Hhbcrtists and the Proudhonists) against its enemies. But they did 
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d efFBct that he accumu- 
contradictions as were 
e heads of all the members of the Commune: Jaoobim, 
Blanquists, Hkrbertists, Proudhoaians and Anarchists. Objectively, 
this was neecasa y ( h n i n  himself did not realize it, without d ~ u b t )  
similar i n  its strue- 
and cantrollcd by a 
then in r mndition 
etess sodctg. At the moment when the 
at that time. This slogan presentmi 
population two contradictory aims: 
crush the -1oiting classa in 
thc benefit of the exploited ; but z. which would, at the same time, fm 
the exploited from m y  State machinery pmupposing the need of sub- 
ordinating their wills as individuds or groups to the will of the soda1 
origin and significance is the "Soviet mystidsm" now 
current in Western Europe (~grg), 
In Russia i d f  the evolutim of the "Soviet State" has dready 
created a new and very complicated State machine based on the "ad- 
I 
miniatration of persons" as against the "administration of thinma* 
based on the opposition of "administration" to "sel f-adminiotrah" 
imd the functionary (official) to the citizen. Thn. mtapnimy arc 
l i n  no way &&rent from the a n t a g a h  that characterize the apital- 
ist dass State. 
Is bt us recall that k i n  said that if 200,M10 proprietors could administer 
an Irmnensc territory in their own inttresb, 200,000 B o k h c v ~  would do tl# 
same thing ins the interest of tht workers and peasants. 
If 
The d c  retrogression that appeared during the World War 
has n'mpiilfrd economic life in rlU countries. One of the of this 
simplification is the eclipse, in the wnsciousnms of the masses, of the 
problem of the organization of production by the problem of distribu- 
tion and consumption. This phenomenon encourages in the working 
class the rebirth of illusions that makc it believe in the possibility. of 
laying hold of the national economy by handing over the means of 
production directly--with the aid of the St-to single group of 
workers ("worhr control," "direct socialieation," e t ~ )  
From the ground provided by such economic illusions, we see rist 
again the fallacy that the liberty of the working dm can be amom- 
pIished by the destruction of the State and not by the conquest of the 
State. This belief throws back the revolutionary working class move- 
ment toward the confusion, indefiniteness and low ideological level that 
characteri=d it at the timt of the Commune of 1871. 
On one hand, such illusions are manipulated by certain extremist 
minorities of the midist proletariat. On the other hand, t h w  groups 
arc themselves the slaves of these illusions. It is under the influence 
of this double factor that these minorities act when they seek to find 
a practical medium by which they might dude the difficulties connected 
with the realization of a real c l w  dictatorship-difficulties that have 
increased since the class in question has lost its unity* in the course of 
the war and is not capable of immediately giving battle with a revolu- 
tionary aim. Fundamentally, this Bnarchirt illusion of the destruction 
of the St* r o w s  up the tendency to concentrutc all the  StaU power 
of constraint in  the hands o f  a mino*, which believes fitither in the 
objective logic of ikr ~ I u t i o n  nor in ths cluss consciorrsntss of the 
proletarian majority and, with still greater reason, that of the national 
majority. 
The idca that the "Soviet syst~mH is equal t o  u definitive &MU) with 
all the former, bourq~cois, fonns  of reuolt~tion, theref ore, serves as ' a  
screen behind which-imposed bp exterior factors and rhe inner con- 
formatioa of the poleidat-there me agoin ser in motion methods 
thut have feuturkd the bourgeois revolutions. And thoge revolutions 
have always been accomplished by transferring the power of a "con- 
kous minority, supporting itself on an unconscious majority," to an- 
otbcr minority finding itself in an identical situation. 
*"Unity in what?" wte may ask. Certainly not unity on the bagis of 
socialist understanding, on the basis of a wide movement for the abolition 
of the existing aystcml That was ntver lost, nationalIy or internationally, 
because it has yet to hecome a fact. Paraphrasing Marx (his letter to Bolte, 
23rd of November, 1871), i t  mn be said that If ?evolutionary minorities" 
cast their nets, with a measure of success and some historic justification, 
i t  but indicates that the working class has not yet ripened for an independent 
historic movement. The "revolutionsry minorities" will 6ad their fishing 
~ p h t y  goor when the working class reaches that maturity.-Trasslator. 
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PART THREE 
MARX AND THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT 
I N HER polemic against Edouard Bemstch, Rosa Luxtmburg dc- Jauud, quite correctly, that "there never was any doubt for Marx 
and Eagcls about the n e c k t y  of having the proletariat mwer polit- 
ical power." " However, the conditions uada which this oonqucst 
was to be accomplished did not appear the same to Mam and Eq& at 
&Berent perids of their life. 
"At the beginning of their activity," writes Kau* in hie Damoc- 
racy or Dictatorship, "Marx and Engels were greatly influenced by 
Blanquism, though they immediately adopted to it a critical attitude. 
I The dictatorship of the proletariat to which they aspired i thdr first 
writinga still showed m e  Blanquist featum." 
I This remark is- not entirely accurate. If it is true that Marx, putting 
aside the petty-bourgeois rtvolutionarism that cofored the ideology and 
I politia of Blsnquism, r t e o w  the Blanquists of r 8 q 8  to be a pasty 
representing the revolutionary French proletariat, it is no Ia true that 
there is nothing in their works to show that Mam md Engels found 
thcrnstlvts at that time under the inAuence of Blmqui and his partismu 
Kautsky is right when he points out that Marx and Engels always ta& 
toward the Banquists a wholly critical attitude. It is undeniable W 
their first conception of the dictatorship of the proletariat arose under 
the iducnce of thF Jacobjn tradition of I 793, with which the B l a -  
qubts themselves were penetrated. The powerful historic e q I e  of 
the politid dictatarship exercised during the Terror by the lower 
dasses of the population of Paris served Marx and En& as a point of 
departure in their reflection on tbe future conquest of politid power by 
the proletariat. In 1895 (in his preface to Class Struggles in F m c c ) ,  
&gels drew the balance of the experitncc that his friend and he had 
garhered in the revolutians of x 848 and r 87 I : "The time bas p d  
for revolutions aceompIishcd through the mddca seizure of power by 
md wnscious minorities at the head of uncowciow masas." When 
he said this, Engels recognized that in the fmt p d  of their M t ~ r ,  
the question for him and Mam was d p  that of the m q w t  of 
I 
l a  Refom w Rwoluliolr, page 46. English cd. 
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political power "by a conscious minority at the head of unconsciow 
m" In other words, the problem that seemed to f a  them was 
the duplication, in the 19th century, of the experienu of the Jamb'i 
dictatorship, with the role of the Jambins and the Cordelicrs ~&GI 
by the conscious rwolutionary elements of the proletariat, aupporTing 
thanselves on the w n f d  d fermentation of the pcrd population. 
By adroit politia, which, because of its howledge of the practice 
and theory of scientific socialism, the vanguard would be able to carry 
on after its eckure of power, the broad proletarian rnasxs would be 
introduced to the problems current on the day after the rcvoIution and 
would thus bc raised to the rank of conscious authors of historic action. 
Only such a conception of the dictatorship of the proletariat a d d  
permit Marx and Engels to expect that after a marc or less prolonged 
lull, the  revolution of rS&-which began as the last grapple between 
feudal ~lciety and the bourgeoisie and by the samc intend conflicts 
occurring bemeen the di%ercnt layers of bourgeois society-would end 
in the historic victory of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie. 
In 1895, Engds reeognieed the inconsistency of this eoneeption. "As 
soan as the situation calls for the total transformation of the social 
order, the masses must participate in it directly, and they must have 
an understanding of what is at stake and what must be won. This is 
what the history of the last balkentury has taught us." 
That does not mean to say, however, that in 1848 Marx a d  Engels 
did not entirely realize what were the necessaq historic prrmiscs of 
the socialist revolution. Not only did they rccognizc that the socialist 
transformation could only come at a very high level of capitalism, but 
they alw denied the possibility of keeping political power in the hands - 
of the proletariat in the cast that this imperative condition did not 
first exist* 
In 1846, in his letter to M. Hem, W. Weitling des~ribtd bis break 
with Mam in the following words: "We arrived at the wndusion that 
there could be no question now of realizing communism in Germany; 
that first the bourgeoisie must come to power." The "we" r e f a  to 
Marx and Enpls, for Weirling says further on: "On this qwtion 
M a x  and Engcis had a very violent discussion with me:' ln Octobtr- 
Novcmbcr of 1847, Marx wrote on this subject with clear-cut definite- 
n w  in bi artidc: "MbrsIizing criticism." 
"If it is true that politically, that is to say with the help of the State, 
the bourgmisie 'maintains the injustiw of property relations' (Heim's 
cxpraion), it is no ltss true that it does not create them. The injustice 
of the property relations. . . does not owe its origin in my way to the 
political domination of the bourgeois clasm; but on thc contrary, the 
domination of thc bourgwlie flows from the existing rchtions of 
production . . . For this reason, if the proletariat overthrows the polit- 
ical domination of the bourgeoi8itl 3 s  victory will only k a point ia 
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# ~ O C ~ I  of t k  bourge~is rmolut i~r~ itbeif and will serve the -use 
of the latter by aiding its further development. This happened in 17% 
and d happen again as long as the m a d ,  the 'movement,' of &tory 
wdl not have daborated the materid factors that will create the 
acca&y of putting an end to the bourgeois methoda of production, 
and, as a consequence, to the politid domination of the bou~gmisie'* 
(Literary H m i t ~ & ~  vdume 11, p. 5 1a,-513. Our rmphm*~.) 
It appears therefore that Marx adrmtted tht possibility of a political 
victory of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie at a point of historic 
h I o p m e n t  when tbt neumary conditions for a socialist 
m I u t i o n  were not yct mature. But he a i d  that such a victory 
would be transitory, and he predicted with the prescience of genius 
that a squat of political power by the proletariat that is pramhue 
from the historic viewpoint would "only bt rr point in the proecwr of 
the bourgwis revolution itself." 
We  conclude that, in the case of a notably "prunaturc" conquest of 
power, Marx would consider it obligatory of the conscious elements of 
the proletariat to pursue a policy that h into consideration thc fact 
that such a conquest repmen& objectively "only a point in the proe#is 
of the bourgeois revolution itself" and will "serve the latter by aiding 
its further dwclogment." He w d d  expect a policy leading the prole- 
tariat to limit voluntarily the p i t i o n  and the solution of the rewlu- 
tionary problem For the prdetariat a n  score a victory aver the 
b o u r g e o i s i d  not for the b o u r g e o i s i i y  when "the marcb of 
history wilI have elaborated the material factors that create the nrcc~sirg 
(not merely the objmiw possibility/-Movtov} of putting an end to 
the bourgeois methods of production." 
The following words of Mam explain in what sense a passing vic- 
tory of the proletmiat can become a point in the procesrs of the bourgeois 
revolution : 
"By its bludgeon blow the Reign of Terror cleansed the surface 
of France, as if by a miracle, of all the feudal ruins. With its timoroua 
caution, the bourgeoisie wouId not have managed this task in several 
d d t s .  Therefore, the bloody acts of the people merely served to 
level the route of the bourgmid~" 
The Reign of Terror in Frame was tbe momentary domination of 
the dunocratic petty bourgeoise and the proletariat over all the pa+ 
d g  d w ,  including the authentic bourgwiic. Marx indieam 
very definitely that such a momentary domination cannot be the stsuting 
point of a socialist transformation, u n l a  the material factors rendering 
this transformation indispensable will have first been worked QUL 
One might say that Marx wrote this specidy for the bendit of 
those people who d d e r  the simple fact of a fortuitous eonguest of 
power by the democratic small bourgeoisie and the proletariat aa proof 
of the maturity of twiety for the socialist revolution. But it may a h  
be said that he wrote this p d l y  for the benefit of thost soddistu 
who believe that n m r  in tbe courst of a revolution that is bourgeois 
in its objectives can there occur a passibility permitting the political 
power to escape from the hands of the bourgeoisie and paas to the demo- 
cratic masses. One may say that Marx wrote this also for the k e 6 t  
of that  s o d a h  who consider utopian the mere idea of such a dis- 
placement of power and who do not realize that this phenomenon i~ 
"only a point in the process of the bourgaois revolution itself," that it 
is a factor assuring, under certain conditions, the most cbmplete and 
radical supprmion of the obstacles rising in the way of this bourgcoir 
rtwlution. 
T h e  Eurown revolution of 1848 did not t a d  to the conqueat of I 
political power by the proletariat. Soon after thea June days, Mam 
and Engcls began to realize that the historic conditions for such a con- ! 
quest were nor yet ripe. However, they continued to overestimate 
the pace of historic development and expected, as we know, a new rcw- , 
tionary assault shortly after, even before the last wave of the tempest , of 1848 bad died away. They found new factors that seemed to favor 
the possibility of having political powcr pass into the bands of the prole- , 
tariat, not only in the experience gathered by the latter in tbc cia 
combats during the "mad year" but also in the cvolutim undergone 
by the smdl bourgeoisie, which seemed to be pushed irresistibly to a 
solid union with the proIetark. 
In his Class Struggles in France and later in The Eigbtcenth Brum- : 
oire, Marx noted the movement of the smdl demacratic bourgmisie of 
the cities toward the proletariat, a movernmt that took definite form 
by 1848. And in the w a n d  of the indicated works, he announced the 
probability of similar movement on the part of the small peasants, - 
hitherto deceived by the dictatorship of Napoleon 111, whose principal 
creators and strongest support they were. 
"The interests of the peasants," he wrote, "are no longer confused f. 
with those of the bourgeoisie and capid, as was the case under N a p  I 
Ieon I. On the contrary, they are antagonistic. That is why the 
peasants now find a natural ally and guide in the aty proletariat, whose 
destiny it is to overthrow the bourgeois order." (The Eighteenth 
Bmmaire, German edition, p. rm.) 
Thus the proletariat apparently no longer had to wait to become the 
absolute major* in order to win political power. It bad grown lam 
as a result of the deveIopment of capitalism, and it benefitted besides 
by the support of the small propertyholders of the city and country 
whom the pinched chances of making a living moved away from the 
capitalist bourgeoisie. 
When, after an interruption of twenty years, the rwolutionarp profess 
was revived to end in the Paris Commune, it was in thiS new fact that 
Man thought he saw an opportunity favoring the solution of the last 
uprising by the effetivc and d i d  dictatodip of the proletariat. 
Marx wrote in Civil War in Franc# : 
"Here was the iim revolution in which the working c b  wsa a- 
howledged as tbt only class apable of wial  initiative, even by the 
great bulk of the Paris middlc-cl~hopkeepers, tradcsmen, r n e d a n ~  
-the wealthy apitdiats alone excepted . . . This m w ,  belonging to 
the Third-Estate, had assistad in 1848, in crushing the workers' insur- 
d o n ,  and s m  after, withwt the least ceremony, was sacrificed to 
their creditors by the then Constituent b e m b l y  . . . This mass now 
felt it was ncccswy for it to choose between the Commune and tht 
Empire . . . After the errant band of Bonapartist wurtiers and capital- 
ism had fled Paris, the true Third-Estate Party of Order, taking thc 
ahape of the "Rtpublicaa Union," took ib place under the Aag of the 
Commune and defended the latter agaimt Thiers' calumnie. (Civil 
WM in France, Russian edition, Boureuiestnik, pp. 36-37. ) 
Already in 1845, at the time when he was only groping hi way to 
soddism, Mam indimted in his Introduction to  the Criticism of Hegers 
Philosophy of f the n c m  conditions permitting a molutiona rp 
elmi to lay claim to a position of dominmm in society. For that, it 
must be recognized by a11 the mawm oppressed under the existing r i g h e  
as "the liberating clans par cxeellcnct!' This situation is possible whm 
the c lm against which the struggle is led becomes in the eyes of the 
masses "the oppmdng class par exceIlmcc." In 1848 this situation 
certainly did not cxist The dae~mposition of small property wa9 not 
yet far enough advanced. 
Thc situation appeared quite di&rmt in I 87 I.  By that time, Marx 
and Engels had undoubtedly freed thcmselve from the influence of the 
Jambin tradition and, therefore, from their mneeption of the dictato* 
ghip of a "conscious minority" acting at the head of unconscious (not 
understanding) masscs (that is, rnmfes which are dmply in rmt t ,  
3. M.). It is p d y  on the fact that the ruined smdI propem- 
holders grouped thcmsclvcs LnowhgIj around the mcidiist p m I e 6 a t  
that the ~ W O  great theorttiuatls of m'entific mialii based their fore- 
cast of the outcome of the Parisim insurrection, which, as we how, 
began against their w i h .  Thcy were correct concerning the city 
petv-bourgeoisie (at teat ,  that of Pm's). Contrary to what hap- 
pened after the Junt days, tbe massacre of the Cornmunards in the 
month of May, 1871 was not the work of the entire bourgeois slleiety 
but only of the big capitalists. T h e  small bwrgcoisie participated 
neither in putting down 'Lhc Commune nor in the reaetionarg om that 
followed. Mam and En& were however, much less correct con- 
etrning the peasants. In CGI War, Marx txpmscd the opinion that 
only the b l a t i m  of Paris and the short life of the Commune had kept 
the peasants from joining with the proletarian revolution. Pum;nS 
t h e  thread of reawning of which Eightemrh Brumaire is the beginning, 
he said: 
"The peasant was a Bonapartist, because the great Revolution, with 
all its benefits to him, was in his cym, personified in Napoleon. Undcr 
the Second Empire this delusion had &nost entirely disappeared. This 
prejudice of the past codd not withstand the appeal of the Commuac 
which d e d  to the living interests, the urgent wants of the peasantry. 
The worthy Rur& hew full well that if the Paris of the Commune 
could communicate f rely  with the departments (provinces), there 
w d d  -be a general rising of the pasaats within three months . . . 
(Pap 38.) 
The history of the Third Republic has demonstrated that Marx was 
mistaken on this point, In the 70'9, the peasants (as, moreover, a large 
part of the urban petty bourgtoisie in the provinm) were All far from 
a break with capital and the bourgeoisie, They were still far from 
recognizing the tttcr a~ the "oppressing class," far from considering 
the proletariat as "the liberating dass" and codding to it the "direc- 
tion of their movement." In 1895 in his prtfacc to Clusr Struggles, 
Engels had to state: "It was shown again, twenty years after the events 
of 18q8-18sr, that the power of the working clas was tpot possible," 
became "France had not supported Paria" (Engels gave alga as a 
cause of the defeat, the absence of unity in the very ranks of the revolt- 
ing proletariat, which, in proof of ia insufficient revolutionary maturity, 
led it to waste its strength in a "stenle struffglc between the Blanquisb 
and Proudhonians.") 
But no matter what was the error in Mamf cvduation, he succetdad 
in outlining very dearly the problems of the dictatorship of the prole- - 
tariat. "The Commune," hc said, 'bas the true. representative of all 
the h d t h y  elements of French sodetp, and therefore thc t d y  natioaal 
govcmmmt. (C id  Wor, page 38, emphaais by Maxtov.) 
According to Marx, the dictatorship of the proletariat dm not con- 
sist in the crushing by the proletariat of all non-proletarian classes in 
society. O n  h c  contrary, according to Marx, it means the welding to 
the proletariat of all the "healthy cInnents" of society41 except thc 
"r id  capitalists," all except the class against wbich the historic struggIe 
of the proletariat is directed. Both in its composition and in its ren- 
dencia, the government of the Commune was a warking men's govern- 
ment. But this government was an expraion of the dictatorship of 
the proletariat not because it was itngoscd by violenct on a non-pro- 
Ietarian majority. It did not arise that way. On the contrary, the gov- 
ernment of the Commune was a proletarian dictatorship because those 
workers aad those "aclmowledged rcpmcntativw of the working das~'~ 
had r r ~ e b d  tfis power from the majority itself. Manr stressed the 
fact that "the ~ommuae was formed of municipal c o d l l o x s ,  chosen 
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by univmiaI su&w in various wards of the dtp . . . Bp ~ l u m d ~  
thmc organs of the old governmental power which merely served to 
opprm the paople, the Communt divested of its hgd f u d o a ~  an au- 
thority that claims to be above &rp itself, and put t k  
in Qe hands of tbe r e p m i l e  servanb of the . . . The peaple 
o r & d  in Communes (outside of Paris) was d c d  on to use d- 
wrsd 6- just m any emp10jm m his individual right to choose 
workers, managers, accountants in his bud-.'' 
The completely demoeratic constitution of the Paris Commune, basad 
an un iwd  d a g e ,  on the immediate recall of every office-holder by 
the simpk decision of his electors, on the supprdon of burtaucrw 
and the armed force as o p p d  to the* people, on the cIbctiveness of all 
o f f i d a t  is what constitutes, amrding to Marx, the c&.itnce of the 
dictatorship of the prolttariat. He never thinlrs of opposing such r 
dictatorship to democracy. Already in r 847, in his first draft of the 
Communist Manifesto, Engels wmtt: "It (the proletarim rtvolutim) 
will establish fint of alI the demoeratic administration of the Stste and 
will thus install, directly or indirectly, the political domination of the 
proletariat. D i r ~ l y 4 n  England, where the proletariat forms the 
majority of the population. Indirectly-in France and in Germany, 
where the majority of the population is not c o m w d  only of prole- 
tarians but a h  of small peasmts and m a I I  bourgmis who art o d y  
now beginning to pass into the proletariat and whadi~ politid intercsb 
fall more and more under the influence of the proletsriat." (Tht 
Prr'~tciplcs of Comntunum, R d a n  translation under thc editorhip of 
Zinoviev, p. aa.) The first step in the revolution, by tlsa w o r k  
class, declares the Manifeto, "is to ra+ the proletariat to the pition 
of a ruling clam, to win the battle of democraq!' 
Bcmten tbc elevation of the proletariat to the position of a ruling 
class and the conquest of democracy, Mam and Engels put an equab 
sign. They understood the application of this p o l i t i d  power by the 
prolariat only in the forms of r total democracy. 
I n  the measure that Marx and Engels became convinced that tht 
midist revdutioa could only be accomplished with the suppmt of the 
majoi+y of the popuiation accepting knowingly the positive promam of 
d d i v  their conception of a d m  dictatorship lost its Jacobin 
content. But what is the positive substance of the nation of the dictator- 
ship once it has been modified in thii manner? Exactly that which is 
formulated with great precision in tbe program of our Party (the 
Russian Social-Demmratic Labor Party), a program draftad at a time 
when the theoretic d i d o n  provoked by ''Bern~tcinism'~ Ied Mami- 
to polish md &fine with care certain expdong which had obviously 
lost their exact meaning with long usage in the daily d i t i d  struggle. 
The program of the Social-Democratic .Labor Party of Rwia was 
the o d y  &cia1 program of a Labor Party that dehcd the idea of thc 
anquest of poIitieal popper by the proletariat in the term of a "clam 
dictatorship." Bcmstcin, Jaurea and other critics of Ma& hhd 
on givinp the e x p d o n :  "dic~torship of the proletariat" the Bhquiet 
definition of power held by an organized minority and r e  on vio- 
lace txerdstd by t h i ~  minority over the majorie. For this reason 
the authors of the Russian program were obliged to ftt as narrowly 
as possible thc limita of rhis political idea. They did that by bparing 
that the dictatorship of the proletariat is the power used by the pr& 
tariat to crusb all resistance which the qloitimg d m  might oppose to 
the realization of the sacialist and revolutionary transformation. Simply 
that. 
dn eflectioa form coucmtrat~d in rhe State, which can thus rcdk 
rha conscious wilt of t& majorily des$itr the reshtance of an aconomi- 
tally powerful mi~orit-here w the diEt~twship of the prolet&. It 
can h nothing elst than that in Iight of the teachings of Mm. Not 
only muas such a dietdotship ada#t itself t o  a democraric rdgime, bui 
it can only exist in the framawork of democracy, thnt is, ~ n d w  condi- 
t iom whme there is the full txerci& of absoitlte polifical equality on the 
#art of all dtkenr. Such a dictatorshi$ ran only Be concaivca in a sirua- 
twn where the proletmiat has effectiwly united dout  itself "all the 
healthy elements" of the nation, that is, all those tkat camot bur bme- 
$t by the v~1101uiioll~ry transfomrrtion inscribed in the program of the 
proletm'at. I t  can only bc cstablhhed when, historic dmclopmenr 
will h a w  brought dl the healthy elements t o  recogithe the advantage 
to them of this tmrfomut ion .  The government embodying such a 
"dictatorship" will be, in the full sense of the term, a "national 
gwernrncnt." - I 


